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General Organization of the MBA Research Project 
This is a research project aiming to look at how a 
Chinese-style factory institutes planned organizational changes to 
oope with external pressures arising from foreign market 
requirements • 
This MBA project will be broadly organized into six chapters. 
Chapter 1 is on introduction, it will briefly introduce the contents 
of each of the six chapters in the project, and very generally look 
at the initial stages of the research process i . e . the broad problon 
area, preliminary data collection, initial literature survey and 
problon definition. 
Chapter 2 is on research methodology, it will discuss the 
research design and data collection method and process. 
Chapter 3 is on general literature survey and the conceptual 
fraiiework for analysis. It will survey the major concepts and 
theories on organizational change and characteristics of 
Chinese-style management, and tries to come up with a conceptual 
framework irost relevant and appropriate for subsequent analysis of 
the characteristics and processes of the planned organizational 
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changes in the Chinese-style factory. 
Chapter 4 is on data collection. It will elucidate the data 
collected on the background and details of the factory and its 
planned organizational changes, how the factory is limplementing the 
changes, the problems and resistance it encounters, am how the 
existing Chinese style of management is affecting the changes. 
Chapter 5 is on analysis and interpretation. It will analyze 
and interpret the data collected on the organizational changes in 
the factory in the light of the conceptual framework discussed in 
Chapter 3, and try to bring out the characteristics of its change 
processes and its cultural dimensions. 
Chapter 6 is on conclusions and ~lications for managers. It 
\\Quld attempt to draw some conclusions on hCM Company CH could 
achieve a better strategic fit with its external environment and a 
blending between western business culture and Chinese fami~y business 
culture within its internal environment and to derive same general 
implications for managers. 
Broad problem Area 
Company CH* is a factory in the New Territories manufacturing 
electrical toothbrushes solely for a u.s. company (Company DR*) under 
an informal proouction agreement. The factory is set up by a local 
Chinese family and its management is characterized by a lack of 
• 
formal organizational hierarchy, author ity structure, proouction 
systems and procedures and communication ne t\\Qr k am channels. 
Systematic documentation, job description and quality control are 
also lacking. Working relationship in the factory is rather informal 
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and casual, st i l l , the factory had produced electric toothbrushes for 
company DR without a hitch for many years and the relationship 
between the two cxDirpanies has all along been very well too. 
However, Company DR has recently been acquired by another far 
inore ambitious ooirpany in the U.S,,Conpany B&L*, which has a very 
large-scale sales plan for the electric toothbrushes, it tries to 
pronote the product in the U .S . high-income markets, which would 
necessitate product certification by the U .S . Federal Food and Drugs 
Administration (Fm). The Fm has very elaborate and detailed product 
requirements for certification. As a result, Caipany B&L is now 
pressing the local factory to institute changes to ineet FEA'S 
requirements. Furthermore, when implementing the changes, the factory 
is experiencing quite some difficulties and resistance. Hence, this 
research project intends to look into these areas in more detail . 
* only the abbreviated names of the oonpanies concerned 
given here in order to conceal their true identity 
aj^ d maintain a degree of confidentiality because the 
changes being discussed are still going on 
Preliminary Data Collection 
Preliminary data collected through unstructured interviews and 
discussions with the staff working in the factory indicate that it is 
now reviewing all aspects of its organizational structure and 
production process to meet requirements. These basically 
involve the formalization of the production and documentation 
procedures within Canpany CH. Hence, specific changes are intended in 
the areas of organizational structure, production procedures, job 
specifications, inventory control and quality control etc. The 
ultimate goal is to strengthen production control, ensure product 
quality and ultimately, to obtain F m ' s product certification. 
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Through casual talks with the staff , we initially also 
understand that the changes are experiencing seme problens and 
diff iculties , on the one hand, there is much tiine pressure from 
Coipany B&L on the factory to complete the changes as soon as 
possible. Yet , the top management of the factory issues few 
guidelines and gives l ittle advice and feedback to factory staff on 
what and how the local factory should do. Hence, a great deal of 
pressure and uncertainty is generated during the process of change, 
resulting in a high level of anxiety and tension among staff . On the 
other hand, a change from informal to formal systene and procedures, 
to many staff , wDuld mean a loss of flexibility and increased control 
and demands on their work. They have hence been quietly and subtly 
resisting the changes, accusing that the new systenB and procedures 
would just make the whole operation more inefficient. 
This project will look into these areas in greater depth in 
Chapter 4 on data collection. 
Initial Literature Survey 
After going through the initial literature survey in this 
area, it is discovered that there are already existing concepts and 
theori的 on organizational change. They have clearly elucidated how 
organizations respond to external pressures for change, how 
individuals and formal and informal groups within the organization, 
organizational structure and culture and the organization's cultural 
environment will affect the process and ultimately, the success of 
planned organizational change and the establishment of a new 
organization to meet external requirements. Specifically on Chinese 
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style of management, there is already quite a lot of research and 
literature on i t . Very briefly, the style is characterized by 
paternalism and centralized authority, the lack of proper 
documentation and respect for managerial hierarchy in _ u n i c a t i o n , 
decision-making and responsibility. These will be discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 3 on literature survey and conceptual framework, 
but they can already provide a general franework within which the 
broad problem area of Coipany CH mentioned above can be irore clearly 
and specifically defined and researched into. 
Problem Definition 
Taking into consideration the broad problem area of Conpany CH 
and the results of the initial literature survey, the research topic 
can therefore be narrowed down to the question of •丨 How should a 
Chinese-style manufacturing factory respond to foreign market 
requirements in terms of organizational change? ” m the subsequent 
chapters, we aim to evolve arourx3 this main theme in examining the 
concepts and theories of organizational change and Chinese style of 
management, in giving an exposition on how the manufacturing factory 
is implementing the planned organizational changes, and in analyzing 





In this chapter, we will look at the research design and the 
data collection method and process of this research project in 
greater detail. 
Research Design 
There are various elements in research design. They include 
the type of investigation and the purpose of the study, stucfy 
setting, extent of researcher interference, unit of analysis and the 
tiine horizon. The following is an analysis of the research design of 
this project by each of these elements. 
Type of Investigation and Purpose of Study 
This is a non-causal investigation of an actual case in Hong 
Kon9. The purpose of the study is to describe the various aspects and 
characteristics of the organizational changes of Corpany CH and to 
ascertain the various factors affecting the processes and outcomes of 
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the changes, in the light of a relevant and appropriate conceptual 
framework to be developed for the case itself . 
It is not an exploratory study because there is already anple 
research and study on these areas of organizational change and 
Chinese style of management. Nor does it seek to test hypotheses 
concerning the organizational changes in the factory. Though there 
are strong analytical elements in our research, these analyses are 
not based on the testing of hypotheses but on existing knowledge, 
concepts and theories about organizational changes and Chinese style 
of management, and would make use of them to gain insight into the 
. actual case. 
Study Setting 
The project is a field study as it is conducted in the factory 
itself , a sort of natural and non-contrived environment of the 
organizational setting. 
Extent of Researcher Interference with the study 
The project is conducted with no interference from the 
research team in the normal flow of events in the factory, and we do 
not deliberately attempt to manipulate or change any aspects in the 
work setting, and just study the various phenomena of change in the 
manufacturing factory as they present to us. 
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Unit of Analysis 
Our study analyzes all levels of units in the organization, 
including significant individuals such as major decision-makers, 
formal and informal groups within the organization such as individual 
Sections and Divisions as well as those friendship groups which have 
significant influence on the running of the factory, and the 
organization as a whole especially when we discuss its organizational 
culture, cultural environment and Chinese style of management. 
Time Horizon 
This is meant to be a cross-sectional study in which data are 
collected over only a period of several months rather than over 
several points of time because the management has already been 
inplementing the changes for quite some months. Most of the 
characteristics and problems of the changes have already surfacoa for 
study and data for the past few months have already been 
systematically collected, in the caning few nonths, the changes will 
be in fu l l force and their prospects can also be assessed. Hence, a 
cross-sectional study spanning a few months would already suffice to 
yield the data needed for our research and analysis. 
Data Collection Method and Process 
The research team has the advantage of being acquainted with 
sane staff members of the factory. Hence, it is possible to obtain 
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data about the factory through the following methods. 
Interviewing 
We have conducted three unstructured interviews and 
discussions with sane staff of the factory in order to have a very 
broad understanding of the factory and the pressures for change and 
problems they face. The results have already been summarized in the 
section on broad problen area in Chapter 1 . 
As we have already narrowed down the broad problem area into a 
specific problon area for detailed research, it is possible to 
structure our further interviews and discussions with the staff to 
obtain detailed data on the factory and its organizational change. 
Observational Survey 
Arrangeiients can also be made for the research team to conduct 
observational surveys in the factory. This is particularly inportant 
because the changes are being introduced in a manufacturing factory, 
and seeing unobtrusively on site as non-participant observer would 
enable the research team to collect data on , and assess, how the 
organizational changes are actually affecting, positively or 
adversely, the production, quality control and work processes, the 
informal interaction and relationship between individuals, groups and 
the management and staff , morale, organizational culture and other 
nore subtle aspects of the organizational processes which cannot be 
obtained through interviews and discussions. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LITERATUEE SURVEY & A CONCEPTIM. FRAMEWORK 
FOR i m L Y S I S 
Literature Survey 
The literature on organizational change is centred around 
planned organizational change and in this respect, it is inextricably 
interwined with that of organizational developnent, which is solely 
concerned about the organizational change and development brought 
about by conscious decision of a change agent, either within or 
outside the organization, to inplenent organizational change in a 
planned way. According to Gocx3man (1982, p . 4 ) , "planned 
organizational change refers to a set of activities and processes 
designed to change individuals, groups, and organization structure 
and processes. The key word is "planned". There is some a priori 
theory and methods that are brought to bear on sane target 
(individual attitudes, organizational processes) in order to reach 
sane goal (humanization of work place, organizational efficiency) " . 
However, the broader concept of organizational change should 
first start with organizational adaptation, which concerns more with 
"the modification of an organization or its parts to f it or to be 
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adjusted with its environirent" and "enphasizes externally induced 
changes" (Goodman.1982. p . 4 ) • It is recognized that planned 
organizational change and organizational adaptation are interrelated 
and one can lead to another； these tv^ concepts are, in reality, 
interrelated. However, the distinction is useful in identifying the 
initial source of pressure for change： in the case of organizational 
adaptation, the initial source comes from the external environment, 
whereas in the case of planned organizational change, it cones from 
within the organization, though ultimately one vould affect the 
other. This distinction will f it in with the situation of our case in 
point. Hence, we would adopt it for the purpose of this literature 
survey. 
We would also briefly survey the literature on Chinese style 
of management and organizational behavior. 
Organizational Adaptation 
In understanding organizational adaptation, as identified and 
reviewed by Goodman (1982) ‘ we can have three perspectives： the 
ecology of the population of organizations, the interface between the 
organization and its environment, and adaptation within an 
organization. 
The perspective of the ecology of the population of 
organizations can be considered the most aggregated level of analysis 
for organizations. The literature in this area enphasizes that it is 
only ireaningful to talk of adaptation in ter腿 of the population of 
organizations being differentially selected by the environment, and 
attaches very little significance to strategic or managerial choices 
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in the process (Goodman, 1982) • in this relation, “ McKelvey 
(1978;1982) argues that . . .we cannot develop an understanding of how 
organizations adapt until we can discriminate among different kinds 
of organizations, trace the lineages of these organizational 
differences, and develop procedures to identify and categorize 
organizational forms into classes" (Goodman, p . 2 3 ) . To further 
develop this perspective, we can naturally come to the natural 
selection nodel' by Aldrich (1979) , of variation-selection-retention, 
whereby organizational change is a result of variations, the 
selection and finally the retention of organizational forms. 
The literature adopting the perspective of the interface 
between the organizations and its environment, which is at a less 
aggregated level of analysis than the ecology of the population of 
organizations, attaches great inportance to strategic and managerial 
choices made by decision-makers in achieving a fit between an 
organization and its environment. In this r e j e c t , many authors have 
pointed out the need to have a f it between the organization and its 
environment (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) and this f i t may gradually 
decline over tiine (Meyer, 1979) • 
The literature in respect of adaptation within an organization 
is at the least aggregated level of analysis. I t enphasizes the 
questions of what and how. The central theme is about the inportant 
role of innovation in adaptation within an organization, how people 
perceive it and its dimensions (Siegel and Kaeirmerer, 1978) , and the 
factors affecting the adoption of innovative ideas (Moch, 1976) . Soire 
researchers focused on the irrational aspects of adaptation within an 
organization, seeing it as a "garbage can" , an intermingle of 
problems, solutions, participants and choice opportunities (Cohen, 
March, and Olsen, 1972) , and even as organized anarchy (Cohen and 
March, 1974) . 
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Planned Organizational Change 
In the literature on planned organizational change and 
organizational development, five major themes can be identified 
(Goodman' 1982) . The first is intervention method, and the nost 
o o _ n concern is about the effectiveness of these methods, including 
laboratory training, the managerial grid and survey feedback (Porras 
and Berg, 1978) • More specifically, there are researches on the 
impact of a particular intervention method, such as the cofipressed 
workweek (Rosen and Priirps, 1981 ) . job redesign and v^rker attitude 
(Hackman and Oldham, 1977) and autonomous work groups (Goodman, 1979) • 
The second major theme is atout large-scale multiple systen 
interventions, which is a oonbination of intervention methods 
introduced on a total-system basis. The literature in this area is 
often associated with projects designed to increase the quality of 
working l ife in various situations and organizations. Very generally 
speaking, these projects could have positive effects on work 
attitudes, absenteeism, safety arx3 job skills (Goodman and Lawler, 
1977; Macy, Ledford, and Lawler,1982) • 
The third major theme is about the assessment of change. This 
area is very often developed from large-scale multiple systen 
interventions. The concerns of researchers in this area are mainly 
(i) more refined fraireworks for assessments (Nadler and Tushman, 
1980 ) ; ( ii ) the development of new standardized measures to assess 
organizational instrunientation, such as those used for observing 
group behavior (Goodman and Conlon,1982) and job characteristics 
(Seashore, lawler, Mirvis and C _ a n n , 1 9 8 2 ) ； ( iii) more sophisticated 
research design (Goodman 1979) ； and (iv) increasing and more 
sophisticated use of analytical and statistical procedures, such as 
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cost-benefit analysis (Macy and Mirvis (1976)• 
The fourth major theme is about documentation of failures of 
planned organizational change. This may range from a lack of 
significant changes in planned organizational prograins (Billings, 
Klimoski' and Breaugh,1977; Hall and others, 1978) to negative 
outcomes associated with organizational changes (Blumberg, 1 9 7 7 ； 
Walton, 1978 ) • 
The last major theme is about the level of theorizing. In this 
area, there are three trends： 
(i) the development of general theoretical frameworks, and 
the most famous of a l l is Lewin's force-field theory 
and organizational change model of unfreezing, moving 
and refreezing (1951)• Nadler (1981) also proposes a 
congruence iiKx3el of change organized around inputs, 
transformation processes and outputs； 
(ii) the development of propositions and hypotheses. The 
literature concerned ranges from propositions for each 
part of the change process (Hage, 1980) ； effectiveness 
of work systems, the f it among structure technology and 
human resources (Walton, 1980) to the maintenance of 
cxxnmitinent (Kochan and Dyer, 1976) ； and 
( iii ) the elaboration of a particular change process. The 
literature centres around the inplementation process 
(Elmore, 1978; Scheirer, 1981 ; Williams and others, 
1 982 ) , the institutionalization (Levine, 1980 ; Tucker, 
1977' Kiniberly' 1979 ) , diffusion (Walton, 1977) and 
destructive processes (Biggart, 1 9 7 7 ) • 
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Chinese Style of Manageirent and Organizational Behavior 
Many authors have explored the Chinese style of management and 
organizational behavior around the central thenres concerning small 
Chinese family business in the dimensions of formalization, 
standardization, centralization and specialization (Redding,1986; 
Redding and Wong' 1986 ; Redding and Pugh, 1986 ) . Researches have also 
been conducted on various aspects, mostly on a coirparative basis with 
Western and Asian business cultures (Hofstede, 1980 ; Laaksonen, 
1988 ) • The studies in these areas v^uld inevitably border on the 
social psychology of the Chinese people and topics of special 
interests to researchers range from the question of 、face丨(Bond 
1986) to the micro-politics of jx)wer distance (Laaksonen, 1988) • 
Developinent of A Conceptual Framework for Analvsj<. 
After a very brief literature survey above on organizational 
adaptation and planned organizational change, we v^uld, in the 
section, attenpt to examine the concepts concerned in more detail and 
develop a nost relevant and appropriate conceptual framework for 
analysing and studying our case in point, oonpany CH. 
From Chapter 1 , we very broadly understand that Ccnpany OJ, 
the case in point, is undergoing organizational change mainly due to 
changed external market requirements in the U . S . , hence our problem 
definition that "how should a Chinese-style manufacturing factory 
respond to foreign market requirements in terms of organizational 
change". This very general setting and basic nature of our case 
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denotes that: 
(1) the initial pressure for organizational change canes 
from the external market environinent, and the oonpany 
is trying to adapt to the changed external market. 
Hence, we distinguish organizational adaptation from 
planned organizational change in our general literature 
survey， 
(ii) Company CH is producing electrical toothbrushes solely 
for Company B&L for the U .S . market, indicating that 
there is a very distinct and critically important 
external market environinent for Conpany CH. Hence, our 
conceptual framework has to recognize the distinct 
separate identity and iii$»rtance of the organization's 
external market environment, 
( i i i ) the changed external market environment of an 
organization would in turn induce changes within the 
organization (the internal environment) to cope with 
the new external market environment. Hence, our 
conceptual framework has to accommodate an internal 
organizational environment, which is interacting with 
the external market environinent； and 
(iv) for a Chinese-style factory, there are two cultural 
dimensions which would determine its characteristics 
and affect the processes and outcone of the planned 
organizational changes. First, it is the more general 
and broader elements of Chinese culture, which would 
have to be incorporated into the conceptual franework 
as well, second, it is the idiosyncrasies'and unique 
culture of the organization as a manufacturing 
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factory. Nearly by definition, its features can only 
be analyzed and examined on their own and would not be 
included into the conceptual framework. 
The dichotony betwsen an organization's external and internal 
environment in relation to organizational adaptation and change is at 
best a cross-sectional study. To make the conceptual framework 
oonplete' we will also look at the prcx:ess model of organizational 
change in the last section of this chapter. With the above in mind, 
we would develop the conceptual frairework as follows and would look 
at the external environment of an organization f i r s t . 
External Environinent 
There are many concepts and models developed by various 
authors on the external environment of organizations. In analysing 
the external environment of Coirpany CH, it is more useful to look at 
concepts and models which would bring out its characteristics. In 
this respect, it is useful to make use of the conceptual models of 
transactional, contextual and enacted environments developed by 
Pfeffer and Slancik (1978)• 
Transactional, Contextual and Enacted Environments 
under Pfeffer and Slancik丨s model,the transactional 
environment, put very sinply, consists of a l l individuals and 
organizations who interact directly with the organization. 
The contextual environment, on the other hand, consists of 
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all external forces that can influence an organization indirectly by 
virtue of their inpacts on the organization's transactional 
environment. 
The enacted environment consists of the organization's 
perception and representation of its environment. Hence, it is the 
enacted environment to which organizations would choose to respond 
to, whereas whether these responses are effective and successful 
would depend on the transactional and contextual environments 
themselves. 
Environmental Dimensions 
The interaction between an organization and its environment 
can be characterized t^ many dimensions. One useful dimension is 
resource dependence, which indicates the degree to which the 
organization is dependent on other organizations for resources, 
(Cuinmings and Huse' 1989) . I f an organization seeks to be as 
independent and autononous as possible, it has to achieve a low 
resource dependence, especially for critical resources. 
Another dimension is information uncertainty (Cummings and 
Huse,1989) . It refers to the degree to which environmental 
information is ambiguous. The aim of an organization is to renove 
uncertainty as m c h as possible so that they can know how to deal 
with i t . This is especially so when an environment is complex or 
rapidly changing. 
Combining these two environmental dimensions, we can determine 
the interface between an organization and its environment as 
illustrated in Figure 3 .1 below, as adapted from Cunnnings and Huse, 
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1989, P.399- There we can see that if the organization is low both on 
resource dependence and information uncertainty, it is least 
constrained by its environment and can afford to be least responsive 
to it . On the contrary, if the organization is high on both 
diinensions, it is inost constrained by its environment and needs to be 





Environnental Constraint Constraint and 
Low and Need to be Responsive Responsiveness to 




High constraint and environmental 
Responsiveness to Constraint and Need 
Environinent to be Responsive to 
Environment 
‘ _纖 
F i g . 3 . 1 : The interface Between an Organization and Its Environment 
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The Change Relationship Between an Organization 
and its External Environment 
One of the most insightful concepts concerning an organization 
and its external environment is developed by Pfeffer and Salancik, 
who distinctly point out that "the organization can adapt and change 
to fit environmental requirements, or the organization can attenpt to 
alter the environinent so that it fits the organization's 
capabilities•“ (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978, p . l 0 6 ) . On the one hand, 
if an organization does not fit its external environment, it would 
not be able to survive. This survival need is therefore a major 
iirpetus for the organization itself to introduce changes in its 
internal environment so as to achieve the f i t with its external 
environnient. On the other hand, and more inportantly, an organization 
can also seek to change its external envircximent to f it it with the 
existing capabilities of the organization. 
Other authors have stressed the fact that an organization's 
strategy and structure can initially fit its environment at the time 
of its formation but the f it would gradually decline to such an 
extent that it eventually hinder any change arrf has to be altered 
(Meyer, 1979) • Hence, an organization should continuously examine its 
fitness with its external environment and make changes in time. In 
regard to the types of organizational change in relation to its 
external environment, Nadler and Tushman (1986) has identified two 
key dimensions. The first is the scope of change, which concerns 
whether change is incremental or strategic. Incremental changes are 
made within the current frame or context of the organization's 
strategy and design； while strategic change is aimed at breaking out 
of the current strategy and design, and forming an entirely new 
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aligninent an^ong the components to support a new strategic direction. 
The second dimension, i . e . the teirporal positioning of the change in 
relation to external events, is concerned whether change is 
anticipatory or reactive. Combine these two diinensions together, 
there are four types of change as follows: 
Incremeital Strategic 
Anticipatory Tuning Reorientation 
Reactive Adaptation Re-creation 
Tuning involves making incremental changes in anticipation of 
external events； adaptation is when incremental changes occur in 
reaction to external forces； reorientation involves fundamentally 
changing the organization in anticipation of future events； and 
lastly, re-creation involves significantly modifying the organization 
design and strategy to respond to major external disruptions. 
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Internal Envirormient 
Changes in an organization's external market environinent 
v^uld inevitably induce and even require changes within the 
organization itself . Many authors look at the internal environment of 
an organization in relation to organizational change from various 
approaches and diirensions. For exanple, Connor and Lake (1988) 
suggest that there are technological, structural, managerial and 
people irethods of change. Using a systene model of change, 
Hellriegel' Slocum and Woodman (1989) talk about the five variables 
of task, technology, structure, people and strategy. As the niore 
general element of culture would be highlighted in our analysis of 
the internal environment of an organization, it is more appropriate 
to use a broader conceptual framework. Hence, we will examine this 
area from only three general approaches: the technological, 
behavioral and structural approaches (Short, 1979) and supplement 
them with relevant concepts and ideas from other authors as 
necessary. 
The Technological Approach 
The main theme of this approach is to make use of technical 
and scientific knowhow to effect desired organizational change, 
especially in inproving the physical productive efficiency of an 
organization. Hence, its concern is mainly in the areas of (i) 
machine inpro^ement : this is ireant to increase the organization's 
productivity and can be in the form of replacing man with machines or 
providing him with mechanical or electronic tools to make his job 
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easier and faster, (ii) man-job relationships: this will involve a 
study of the actual work and its physical environment in an effort to 
increase man-job efficiency. Industrial engineering and scientific 
management have an iiiportant role to play in this area. The 
techniques would include motion and time study and method analysis, 
with the aim to reduce ineffective irovements and speed up effective 
movernents, and (iii ) co-ordination among the various jobs� this 
concerns the study of the relationship among various jobs within an 
organization, with the aim to iirprove overall co-ordination. 
Techniques such as operation analysis and flow process analysis are 
used. 
The Behavioral Approach 
Here, Short (1979) • in the context of organizational change, 
talks of changing the vvorker himself through training and 
developmental activities in the three areas of knowledge, skill and 
attitude. This would involve knowledge iitprovement, skill improvement 
and attitude modification. In this respect, change is effected 
through 
(i) educational and training programmes of various sorts, 
(ii) organizational development intervention. In the case of 
the individuals, this would involve personal coaching 
and counselling and even the holistic approach of 
Gestalt training focussing on the trainee as a whole 
person. In the case of a group, the individual's 
relationship with the group is enphasized and the 
training can involve team building, survey feedback and 
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therapy groups； and 
(iii) management development, which is of particular 
interest. This aims at "preparing senior and middle 
managers to participate in change. The guiding 
objective of most management development efforts is to 
bring managers more fully into the organization's 
culture. Typically, such efforts attenpt to iirprove 
management concepts and styles" (Connor and Lake, 1988, 
p . 8 3 ) . 
The second point of particular interest is Short's realization 
that while training and education programs aiming to iirprove 
knowledge and skill of eirployees have largely been successful, those 
intended for attitude modification are less so, conceding that 
eiiployee attitudes are not only extremely difficult to change but 
would also in turn affect the application of newly learned skills and 
knowledge of the job. In this regard, traditional learning theories 
enphasize the iirportance of rational understanding and cognitive 
changes before action or behavioral changes. 
However, this has been criticized as being too rationalistic 
and focussing too much on the individual or training programs. Hence, 
some authors suggest that behavior itself can be an effective 
starting point of behavioral and attitude change. 
In this light, the change effort can first start with 
behavioral recoronendation and experimentation with new approaches. 
The desirable new behavior would then receive appropriate positive 
feedback in the on-the-job situation and be reinforced by rewards. 
These successes would then initiate and facilitate a correspondent 
change in the value and attitude, and ultimately the cognitive 
aspects of the enployee. They, in turn, strengthen and reinforce the 
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new behavioral pattern and approaches (Beer and Huse, 1 979 ) • 
Expectancy-Valence Theory of Motivation 
The above is also tied in with the expectancy-valence theory 
of motivation that people are motivated when they think that their 
efforts wi l l be successful, however they define successful. In this 
regard, a reward systen, in the form of remuneration, pay or 
pranotion, is a very effective means and starting point to influence 
and induce desirable behavior and to pranote a move fran the status 
quo to a new state, because the rewards are inportant to the managers 
and enployees al ike , and can give a clear indication that the 
organization is oanmitted to the change efforts . Changing the reward 
or oonpensation system, which is near and dear to the hearts of most 
members in the organization, can hence pave the way for changes in 
other systems and aspects of the organization (Connor and Lake, 
1988 ) . 
Resistance to Change 
Finally , a very important topic in organizational change in 
regard to attitudes and behaviors is resistance to change. Hage 
(1980) has identified three theories to account for this： 
(i) vested interest theory. I t postulates that new ideas 
and practices would disript the distribution of power, 
status and privilege, and those with the most to lose 
will be iTDSt opposed to their introduction. However, if 
a crisis becomes so great that the organization's 
survival is at stake, people with vested interest may 
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become more willing to accept new ideas and practices, 
in order not to loose all they have, which is also out 
of their self-interest, 
(ii) capacity for change theory. This looks at people 's 
tolerance of change per se , irrespective of its 
contents or self-interest and tolerance would depend on 
whether people are used to changes and the variety and 
rate of change, and 
( i i i ) cost-benefit theory, postulating that rational men 
oonpute what the balance of gains and losses i s , 
relative to both their values and interests. 
In order to overcome resistance to change, Hage suggests two 
strategies. These are 
(i) evolutionary strategy or incremental ism. This strategy 
allows people to discuss the change to be made and 
involve them in shaping the change and sharing the 
power, and advocates the change as an experiment. I t 
also enphasizes the value of the participants, frankly 
anticipate the costs involved in the change , and 
atteirpts to build up trust among them. The disadvantage 
is that this strategy would vitiate any radical plan , 
but can work best in an organization with high 
concentration of specialists and decentralized power, 
and when the innovator has the patience and can remain 
in his position long enough to work through and recruit 
people who are pro-change to gradually change the 
balance of power； and 
(ii) revolutionary strategy, it tries to accoiplish a lot 
fast and attenpts to inplement the entire change 
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program and push it as a permanent solution. Individual 
values and costs are ignored and disregarded for the 
sake of collective values. Altruistic values and a 
sense of sacrifice is sonetimes aroused, possibly by a 
charismatic leader, in order to achieve change. This 
strategy works best in a centralized organization 
provided that there is a crisis to enable the innovator 
to obtain considerable power to introduce a sweeping 
alteration of the structure. 
Personalism and "Face" 
In the dimension of Chinese culture, behavior and attitudes 
are affected by personalism in social relationship and " f ace^ iv ing " 
in social interaction. Personalism, as perceived ty Redding and 
Peerson (1986), is a set of societal values characterized by trust 
and friendship and a set of behavioral patterns which express high 
levels of sensitivity over the maintenance of linkages. These 
linkages may have utilitarian origins but have acquired enotive and 
integrative contents, creating an extensive but loosely structured 
networking. In modern organizations, personalism would mean 
o^er-reliance on trust and the acceptance of associated obligations, 
which can lead to a decline in objectivity and rationality, erosion 
of the checks and balances and a slackening of the normal process of 
control within the organization. 
in regard to "face-giving". Redding and Ng (1982. p .203) 
define "face" as "the positive social value a person effectively 
claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a 
particular act" . "Face-Giving" is also reciprocal in that if a person 
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is given or not given face, he is likely to reciprocate it on the one 
doing this to him. Consideration for the others 丨 face, in fear of 
hurting the dignity and face of others and inviting retaliation in 
future, would tend to discourage open revelation and criticism of 
mistakes in social and work environments, and would in turn 
oonpronise the efforts of nonitoring, controlling and iirprovement 
within the organization. In this respect. Bond and Hmng (1986) have 
identified six types of face behavior, i . e . enhancing one's own face； 
enhancing other's face； losing one's own face； hurting other's face； 
saving other's face and saving one's own face. The last type is of 
special interest because it would invoke one's oonpensatory, 
retaliatory and self-defensive reactions. Al l these concerns about 
face underscore the iirportance of societal collectivism and power 
distance in Chinese culture in that one's face is nore interconnected 
with that of others, and its protection and enhancement are 
disciplined by concerns about hierarchical order. 
Management training 
we have talked about the iirportance of training and management 
development, but it has a cultural dimension which deserves a closer 
look. While Western culture eiiphasizes formal and structured 
management training and development, Chinese family business would 
tend to develop managerial talent by informal training* very often, 
the succeeding owner/manager of Chinese family business, usually the 
eldest son, would be given exposure to business and receive training 
through working in business itself. Redding (1986) has identified 
four phases: socialization whereby the succeeding owner would first 
learn the correct business attitude and values； then the immersion 
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stage whereby he would be ex^x^sed to the detail of work at the bottom 
of the organization to learn atout the reality of organizational l i fe 
and the disparity between the entrepeneur and non-entrepeneur； then 
the tutorial phase whereby a mentor is chosen to introduce the 
v^uld-be entrepeneur to the making of business deals； and lastly, 
the deep-end stage whereby he v^uld be expected to carry off a 
successful business deal himself. 
This alternative practice of management training and 
developinent is functional for Chinese family business because the 
kxisiness would be passed on to the succeeding owner/manager alone, 
which justifies all this elite training and development. In any case, 
Chinese family business is usually not too big and complex for one 
owner manager to run； whereas the other enployee managers might leave 
the conpany after training and waste the resources. 
The Structural Approach 
This approach, as defined by Short (1979) . is to bring about 
organizational change through the manipulation of its structural 
elements such as revised organization charts and new policies and 
procedures etc. As the structural elements in hierarchical 
organization would determine the conplex system of human 
relationship, organizational and individual expectations, and sets of 
individual and group roles and status, this approach, in effect, is 
to modify the syston of roles, relationships and expectations within 
the organization. 
This approach can be effected in three ways. F irst , personnel 
replacerrent, which is sinply to keep the administrative structure 
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intact but to replace key personnel. 
Second, structural modification, which is to redefine 
organization relationship, and this can be in terms of 
decentralization or centralization, elimination or addition of staff 
elements, broadening or narrowing span of control, relocating 
decision-making authority or redefining communication channels. A 
very iniportant and relevant point noted by Short is that "the 
optimality of organization structure may not be a static arrangement 
of organization elements but a flexible arrangement that can be 
continually modified to accoranodate external changes in the 
environinent and initiate internal changes in the organization." 
(Short, 1979, p . 379 ) • 
Third, administrative Guidance Changes. This method is based 
on the assunption that the existing personnel and organization 
structures are capable of implementing a given change if it is 
introduced in the organization. What the organization needs is only 
to develop and implement new administrative guidelines and procedures 
to redefine the role demands and relationships within the 
organization. However, Short noted the very significant point that 
adequate enforcement machinery and processes must be established in 
order to ensure that the new guidelines and role demands are carried 
out accurately and effectively by the enployees. In order for the new 
role demands and relationships to stay permanent, they should also be 
reinforced and institutionalized, and this is very often the most 
problematic p^iase of the change effort. 
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Structural D i 臓 s i o n s of Organizational Change 
In a similar light ' Connor and Lake (1988) has also identified 
four structural dimensions of organizational change. They are ： 
(i) oonplexity, which refers to the number of departments, 
groups and administrative levels in an organization. 
This i s , in turn, described in terms of horizontal and 
vertical differentiation, the degree to which technical 
and managerial labor i s respectively divided into 
different levels. They also suggest that the greater 
the oonplexity, the roore f lexible , adaptive and 
innovative the organization can be； 
( i i ) formalization, which is the degree to which rules and 
regulations govern people's behavior and determine 
which tasks are performed, how, when, and ty whom. 
Different kinds of organization have different degrees 
of formalization： factories with very specific roles 
and tasks tend to have high formalization whereas 
organizations with higher work autonony, such as 
university, tend to be low in formalization； 
( i U ) centralization, the degree to which members participate 
in making decisions. Highly centralized organizations 
are likely to be more rigid and less innovative, 
whereas decentralized decision making seens to have 
positive inpact on innovation and adaptability, because 
the latter increases the total amount of information 
and knowhow within the organization, encourages and 
gives due consideration to new or divergent ideas and 
perspectives, and hence ensures better decision making； 
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and 
(IV) co-ordination, which is the process of integrating 
differentiated resources and activities in a unity of 
effort . The adequacy of the co-ordinating mechanism of 
an organization would determine its ability to respond, 
adapt and innovate. 
Structural Characteristics of 
Chinese Organizational Culture 
and Manageinent Style 
Using very similar structural dimensions of specialization, 
standardization and formalization (the structuring of activities) and 
centralization and configuration (the distribution of power), Redding 
and Wong (1986) and Redding (1986) have identified the following 
structural characteristics of Chinese organizational culture and 
management style： 
(i) centralization of the power of decision making, usually 
to a single dominant owner, manager, entrepeneur, 
founder of father figure； 
(ii) selective delegation with day-to-day operating control 
in the hands of lower managerial levels but key 
decisions on personnel and finance matters retained at 
the top； 
( i i i ) a low level of specialization, with fewer and / or less 
detailed job specifications, less breaking up of the 
organization into specialized departments, and with 
more people responsible for a spread of activities 
across a number of fields； 
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(iv) less standardization of activities and thus fewer 
routine procedures； 
(V) a sonewhat loosely defined and changeable organization 
structure； 
(vi) a relative lack of ancillary departments such as 
research and development, labour relation, market 
research, and a tendency for all eirployees to deal with 
the main product or service of the conpany,. 
(vii) lack of strong marketing function (e .g . no 
international brand identity) due to a tendency to make 
to order； 
( • i i i ) a strong overlap between ownership and control, the 
private family business being vastly predominant； 
(ix) small scale as a basic tendency； 
(X) an organizational culture of paternalism, expressed in 
the concept of 'rice-bowl'； 
(xi) motivation via economic dependence rather than higher 
level needs； 
(xii) nepotism in terms of key controlling positions and 
succession； 
(xiii ) the existence of a core of family members, surrounded 
by another circle o f trusted "honorary family members' 
to and fran whom bonds of obligation are strong； 
(xiv) reliance on personalistic external linkages into the 
enviroTment for buying, selling , financing, and 
information gathering； and 
(XV) ad hoc and sonewhat intuitive planning processes. 
These Chinese organizational characteristics and management 
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style contrast very sharply with the Western rationalistic, 
individualistic and legalistic traditions of a strong bureaucracy, 
delegation of power, development of long-term and formal plans, 
specification of individual responsibilities for areas of work, 
ineasuring performances achieved by individuals in those areas and 
rewarding or punishing the individuals accordingly. 
Power Distance and Centralization 
Anong the structural dimensions mentioned above, 
centralization is of special interest to us because as we shall 
discuss, this is one area which Company CH has not introduced any 
organizational change to but is of inportant strategic 
considerations. So let us 1 ⑵ k at this in more detail. The 
characteristic of Chinese organizational culture in this area "is the 
very high degree of centralization of authority and decision-making 
powers in the top management； a sort of paternalistic authority, in 
this connection, it is the actual or surrogate father figure 
originating from Chinese familism which dominates the strategy making 
process in an organization, and creative ideas from the bottom are 
not naturally sponsored and there is a ooitmon tendency towards 
conservatism as power is held thereto (Redding and Peerson, 1986)• 
This concentration of power and influence at the top i . e . the 
influence structure and power distance betv^en top management and the 
staff , is more conspicuous when ooirpared with other cultures as 
shown in the findings of a research by Laaksonen (1988) and 
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illustrated in the figure below： 
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Figure 3 . 2 : The influence structure and power distance betveen 
personnel groups in Chinese, European, and Japanese 
^terprises； adapted fron F i g . 6 . 3 , p . 3 0 0 , Laaksonen, 
By decision type, the great daninance of Chinese top 
management in strategic and policy decision-making is also very 
obvious as conpared with the other cultures and this is shown in the 
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following figure： 
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Figure 3 . 3 : Distribution of influence across levels and decision t y ^ 
二 industrial enterprises in China (C), Japan (j) ^ 
Finland(F), adapted from f i g . 6 . 4 , P . S l l / l i ^ s o ^ / S s S 
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Process of Organizational Change 
The above represents a conceptual framework of the cross-
section of the external and internal envirevents of organizational 
change. To make the framework oonplete in terms of the phases or 
stages of organizational change, we could cone to look at sane 
concepts or models on the side of process. One of the most elaborate 
models is the action research model, which identifies the steps of 
problem identification, consultation • data gathering and preliminary 
diagnosis, feedback e t c . , leading to action and data gathering after 
action. There is also the planning model of scouting, entry, 
diagnosis, planning, action, stabilization and evaluation and 
termination. Of course, we have the classical change model by Kurt 
Lewin of unfreezing, movement and refreezing. 
The major characteristics and inerits of these and thirty other 
nodels have been synthesized by Bullock and Batten (1985) , who come up 
with an integrative model of planned change, which v;e will make use 
o f , to describe various change phases, which are sequential states of 
an organization, and change processes, which are the OD methods used 
to move an organization fron one state to another (Cummings and Huse, 
1 989 ) . 
The Integrative Model 
under the integrative model, the first phase is exploration. 
Here an organization decides whether to plan for specific changes and 
commit resources to the planning effort. The processes start with the 
awareness of the need, followed by search for an appropriate 
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consultant or change agent and the establishinent of a contract 
between them. 
The second is the planning phase. This involves the conmitment 
of resources, the analysis of the problems and the planning of 
changes• Change processes include information collection and analysis 
and the design of appropriate actions. 
The third is the action phase, which involves the 
iirplementation of changes identified in the planning stage. The 
change processes aim at transitioning the organization from its 
current state to a desired future state and gaining support for the 
change actions. Periodical evaluation is also necessary in order to 
modify or refine the inpleinentation if required. 
The last phase is integration. This involves making the 
changes part of the normal organizational functioning. The change 
processes include stabilizing the change, reinforcing new behaviors 
and terminating the contract with the change agent. Successful 





Conpany CH is one of the manufacturing arms of the 
holding conpany CH Manufacturing Ltd . , which is a family-owned 
business. It was established in 1983, specializing in the production 
of electro-mechanical consumer products, and the General Manager is a 
very close friend of the Chairman/owner of the holding conpany. At 
the time when Caipany CH was newly set up, as shown in Table 4 山 
the production scale of Conpany CH was quite small and the product 
range ves limited to only tvio siirple products, namely. Tubular Door 
Lock and Heating Element of Bot Air Popper, both for export market. 
Even in 1989, it only produced four products, and as each product 
vas produced for only one buyer, its client base vas also very 
small. Thus, when one client cancelled the order, the production 
of that product would be ceased, as vas what exactly happened in 1985 
when the buyer of Sewing/ Stitching Appliances in the United States 
stop purchasing from Conpany CH, and the production of that product 
had since ceased. Despite this limitation, we can see also fran Table 
4 . 1 that Conpany CH has experienced significant growth in the period, 
with an increase of staff from just 150 in 1983 to 600 (including 
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about 40 managerial staff) in 1989, and with a inore than twenty-fold 
increase in output value. 
The Informal Production Agreement between 
Conpany DR and Conpany CH 
In late 1984, a U .S . conpany (Conpany DR) founded by three 
entrepreneurs approached Conpany CH for a quotation for 
manufacturing and exporting their newly designed electric 
toothbrush to the U .S . market. After soine negotiation, the two 
corpanies entered into a production agreement in 1985: Company CH 
not only manufactured the electric toothbrushes but also assisted 
Cotpany DR in developing and iirproving the newly designed product. 
Since then, a friendly and co-operative working relationship had 
developed between Conpany DR and Company CH. 
PRDDUCT PROFILE OF CCMPANY CH FRCM 1983 TO 1989 
见 L TOmL OUTPUT % of 
YEAR EMPLOYEE PPCDUCT VALUE ( '000 US$) ICfmL 
— — — 
^ ^ ^ ^ * — • • — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1989 600 Electric Toothbrush & Charger 37,000* 87 23 
Fan Heater 4 ,500 10 :61 
Heating Element ,Hot Air Popper 774 1 , 82 
Electric Staple Tacker 1 4 4 0[34 
1988 560 Electric Toothbrush & Charger 3 0 , 醒 86 58 
Fan Heater 3 ,600 10 :39 
Heating Element ,Hot Air Pofper 9 7 7 2 . 82 
Electric Staple Tacker 72 0[21 
1987 400 Electric Toothbrush & Charger 10 ,200 69 66 
严ater 2 ,475 16 :90 
Tubular Door Lock 893 
Heating Element, Hot Air Popper 1 ,075 7!34 
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1986 190 Electric Toothbrush & Charger 2 ,200 46 .86 
Tubular Door Lock 762 16 .22 
Heating Element ,Hot Air Popper 1 ,403 29 .89 
Fan Heater 303 7 .03 
1985 180 Heating Element,Hot Air Popper 1 ,592 58 .16 
Tubular Door Lock % 9 35 .41 
Electric Toothbrush & Charger 176 6 .43 
1984 200 Tubular Door Lock 3 , 542 73 .04 
Heating Element, Hot Air Popper 1 , 207 24 .90 
Sewing/Stitching Appliances 1 0 0 2 . 06 
1983 150 Tubular Door Lock 1 ,263 64 ,32 
Heating Element, Hot Air Popper 700 35 .68 
•estimation 
Table 4 . 1 Source： Coipany CH Nov 3 , 1989 . 
The production agreement between Corapany CH and Conpany DR 
was rather informal as there m s no contract signed to specify the 
detailed arrangements, such as product specifications, production 
quota and schedule and duration of the agreement. For exanple, 
Ccmpany CH could modify the product whenever they felt it necessary 
and all they had to do was to give a long-distance call to the 
President of Conpany DR and got his agreement over the phone. 
Moreover, Conpany CH vas also very willing and ready to entertain 
Coipany DR's urgent production requests because the former understood 
that it vas too costly for Conpany DR to keep excess stock in the 
U . S . and yet it could not afford to run out of stock for a new 
product in the U . S . market. Coirpany CH had to depend on Conpany DR 
for work order too. On the other hand, Conpany DR Conpany ves quite a 
small ooirpany in U . S . and to a certain extent, had to depend on 
Conpany CH to provide technological advice and reliable production 
facility to them. Hence, we find that the relationship between the 
two conpanies was very friendly, informal and co-operative, so much 
so that when Conpany DR ' s people caine to Hong Kong to ineet Conpany 
O T s management, they just socialized and did not have much need to 
discuss production and business matters. 
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In the first two years of toothbrush production in 1985 and 
1986, the output quantity vas not very large. Yet, because of its 
high value coiipared with Conpany CH's other products, its 
contribution in terms of percentage of total output value was 
already the highest in 1986. When the product had established its 
position in the U .S . market, sales boomed and the total output 
value increased fron US$10 million in 1987 to US$37 million in 1989 , 
an increase of 263%. Fran Table 4 . 1 , it can also be shown that 
Conpany CH vas relying more and more on Company DR as their najor 
client: in terms of output value, the proportion of electric 
toothbrush had risen sharply from 46% in 1986 to nearly 90% in 1989• 
Despite this growing dependence on Company DR , Company CH was not 
afraid of losing this account because they believed that Coiipany DR 
was so small a coipany that it vas not easy for it to find an 
alternative producer for its toothbrushes. 
Ttie Internal Organization of Conpany CH 
Company CH has eight functional departnents as sham in Fig . 
4 . 1 the next page. The Administration Department is headed by the 
Executive Secretary handling all office administration and 
assisting the General Manager in the recruitment of office staff . 
The Shipping Department is responsible for arranging shipment and 
export licenses for finished goods. The Purchasing Department is 
responsible for the purchase of office supplies and 
production material. The Accounting Department is responsible for 
daily acoomting work, but the control over all financial and 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































the holding conpany. The Engineering Department is 
responsible for product developnent on the technical side and 
the maintenance of all factory machineries. They also give technical 
advice to the Production Department. 
The Production Planning and Control Department is responsible 
for preparing production schedule to meet shipment deadline set by 
buyers and controlling the inventory of materials and finished 
goods. The Production & Personnel Departinent is responsible for 
producing the required products to meet the production schedule 
set by the Production Planning & Control Department and the 
recruitment of all factory workers. The Quality Control Department 
is responsible for checking all incoming materials, semi-finished 
goods and finished goods to ensure that they meet the product 
specifications. These eight departments are under the supervision 
of the Work Manager, who in turn is directly responsible to the 
General Manager. The Project Departinent is also directly under 
the General Manager and is responsible for all the liaison with 
custoners and the co-ordination between custoners and the 
conpany. 
The Internal Working of Conpany CH 
Lack of Specified Communication 
Channel and Work Procedure 
The organizational chart and the the roles and 
responsibilities of the managers irentioned above can be very well 
described on paper. However, the true working within Company CH shows 
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that there are no specified coiranunication channels and work 
procedures. Nor are there job specifications or job descriptions 
for each and every staff member. Staff just perform what they are 
told to do by their superiors or what they think they should do as 
iirplied by their job titles. For exaiiple, according to the lines of 
authority shown in the organizational chart, the Project Manager 
should channel all customer information through the Work Manager to 
the eight operation managers. However, in most cases, he issues 
instructions to than directly. As a result, lines of authority 
within Conpany CH are blurred, which results in a lot of confusion 
among the eight departments and their staff . 
For another instance, in mould procurement, it is the 
responsibility of Engineering Department to first design the mould, 
and it is only they who can subsequently modify the design. 
Purchasing Department is responsible for procuring the moulds from 
outside suppliers according to Engineering Department's design, 
whereas when the suppliers couplete the mould. Quality Control 
Department would, based on the drawings and specifications fran 
Engineering Departinent, determine whether to accept the mould. 
However, because the lines of authority are not always very clear. 
Quality Control Department would sometimes directly instruct the 
si^plier to nodify the mould, which very often turns out to be not 
up to the requirements of Engineering Department. Besides having 
more than one department performing a particular job like the 
instance above, there are jobs that sometimes receive no attention 
fran any departments, such as equipment calibration, which is very 
iirportant because it could determine whether quality control 
equipment is functioning properly or not. 
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The Influence of Personal Relationship 
Work interaction within Conpany CH is sometimes influenced by 
personal relationship. Whether a job would be done might depend on 
whether the one who made the request is a friend or whether he has 
" f ace " . Besides, son^e s ta f f , without obtaining the endorsement of 
their superiors f i rst , would entertain non-standard requests from 
somebody considered to be his friend. In this respect, we understand 
that the Managers of Production, Engineering, Quality Control and 
Planning & Control Departinents have formed a friendship group because 
they always play mahjong together. 
During our interview with staff in the Quality Control 
Department, we heard the story that at one time, the department 
accepted some parts fron vendor that were not up to standard, 
which was discovered by Production Department. Under normal 
procedure, the Production Manager should ask the Quality Control 
Manager to handle i t . In that case, the Quality Control Manager 
would be in trouble since the accepted parts could not be returned to 
the vendors. However, as the Production Manager and Quality Cbntrol 
Manager are friends, the former just verbally informed the latter 
of the defects and asked the production workers to manually pick 
up those that could work and throw away those had defects . In return, 
when the semi-finished goods or finished goods from Production 
Department were found to be not up to standard, the Quality Contrgl 
Manager would also just verbally ask the Production Manager to take 
印propriate remedial action in stead of issuing a standard written 




Canmunication within the coipany is rather informal. Verbal 
oommunication is used most of the time, which reflects the 
disregard of both management and staff for proper documentation. For 
exairple, instruction is given verbally and written guidelines or 
procedures are very brief and unspecific, i f not absent. Lack of 
documentation would result in distortion or loss of valuable 
information. Moreover, information sonetimes could not flow fron one 
department to another because no one has been formally requested to 
do so. Take the nould modification example quoted above. When Quality 
tontrol Department requested the supplier to modify the mould. 
Purchasing Department and Engineering Department might not be avare 
of it until someone from Engineering Department discovered it . This 
could have created a lot of technical problems and delayed the 
production schedule. 
Lack of Co-ordination Among Departments 
There is little formal co-ordination between departments 
because of the absence of formal oonimunication network and channel. 
Neither is there regular meeting between managers and inter-
departmental reports. Ironically, co-ordination among departments is 
sometimes achieved through managers having lunch together or playing 
mahjong after work. 
Centralized Decision-Making Powers 
Within Company CH, decisions and ideas are always from the top 
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management. Seldom would ideas generated at the level of staff or 
middle management be approved by the General Manager. As a result 
of a lack of delegation of decision-making powers, the middle 
management is used to referring every issue to the General Manager 
for decision, lest the General Manager would disagree with the 
» decisions they have made and put them in an embarrassing and 
difficult position. Moreover, it would be much easier for than to ask 
other departments to perform a job if it is instructed by the General 
Manager, 
In addition, the General Manager tends to bypass the 
proper channel of communication and decision making. He would go 
direct to technicians or workers to instruct them to perform a job 
instead of going through the departinent head concerned. As a result, 
the middle managers sometimes feel very embarrassed that they know 
nothing about what their subordinates are doing. We have heard the 
Production Manager ooiplain that the General Manager instructed the 
Production Supervisors to change a production irethod without 
informing him, making him look like a fool when he asked why the 
production supervisor changed the production method and the 
supervisor just replied that this was the General Manager's 
instruction. 
The Inportance of Seniority 
Except for the Project Manager and Purchasing Manager, all 
managers have served Conpany CH for more than 10 years as they were 
with the parent company before Conpany CH was set up in 1983, as 
shown in Table 4.2 on the next page. Another feature is that they 
were pronoted frcm staff to managerial level. These account for the 
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tradition and culture in Conpany CH that pranotion is based on 
seniority rather than performance. As a result, the general belief 
of the staff is that contribution to the conpany is not really 
necessary as long as you do not make mistakes. 
皿 L E 4 . 2 
YEAR OF SERVICE WITH CH GROUP 
General Manager 10 
Work Manager 25 
Project Manager g 
Accounting Manager I 5 
Engineering Manager 22 
Executive Secretary (Admin) 11 
Production Manager 28 
Production Planning Manager 16 
Purchasing Manager 5 
Quality Control Manager 20 
Shipping Manager 10 
The Producer Mentality 
Since its establishment in 1983, Conpany CH has been producing 
mechanical-electric products of unsophisticated nature for various 
buyers. Throughout the years, Coipany CH has therefore developed the 
nentality that their responsibility is to produce the products at the 
lowest cost in time. They do not care about the product quality vei^ 
much as long as the products are not rejected by the buyer because 
the problem of not being able to sell lo^qual ity product rests with 
the buyer-marketer rather than themselves as producer. Hence, quality 
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control has long been neglected. Furthennore, their concern is to be 
able to produce the end product in time and whether there should be 
formalized production and docunientation regulations and procedures 
does not bother them at a l l . As a matter of fact , they see these 
regulations and procedures as red tape, rigid and unnecessarily 
restricting their flexibility and ability to meet urgent production 
requirements and deadlines. 
Change in Ownership of Caipany DR 
In early 1989, Coipany DR vas taken over by Corpany B&L in 
the U .S .A . Two Directors of Coirpany DR resigned and Conpany DR 
became the Oral Care Division of Corpany B&L, which is a very 
large multinational Company specialized in the marketing of health 
products like contact-lens, cleansing solution for contact lens, 
etc. Its business strategy is to market their products as a 
"high quality product" and to maintain its coipany image as a 
provider of quality products to the canmunity. Therefore all its 
products meet the requirements of the Federal Food and Drugs 
Administration of the U .S .A . (Fm) • In accordance with their usual 
marketing strategy. Company B&L requires the newly acquired 
product line of electric toothbrush to be certified by FDA too. in 
order to do so. Company Oi has to meet the FDA's requirements on 
the manufacturing, packing, storage and installation of tlje 
products. These requirements are summarized in the "Good 
Manufacturing Practices - Responsibilities of the Contract Sterilizer 
and the Finished Device Manufacturer Handbook" in Appendix 1 . 
Conpany CH saw the change in ownership as unfavourable to 
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then as they felt the pressure from Conpany B&L and knew that 
business could not be as easy as before. As said by the General 
Manager in one of the meetings after the takeover： "You (staff of 
Coipany OJ) should be aware that situation was not as before. You 
could not make any modifications or changes without having formal 
approval from Conpany B&L", The changed working relationship is also 
reflected in the vey Conpany CH responds to urgent production 
requests from Conpany B&L; when such request was made by Conpany DR , 
Conpany CH was used to say that they would try their best to 
entertain the request. Now with Company B&L, they can only either say 
Yes or No. This indicates that the previous informal and casual 
working relationship of flexibility, trust and understanding with 
Conpany DR has gone and is instead replaced by a formal and strict 
relationship with Coipany B&L. 
In August 1989, Conpany B&L sent their personnel to Hong Kong 
to check whether Conpany CH could meet the FEA's requirements in 
accordance with a checklist as shown in Appendix 2 . The results, as 
contained in Conpany B&L's Inspector Report, are that there are soine 
areas in the production system which do not meet the FDA 
requirements. Company B&L has required Cbnpany CH to make 
iirprovements in these areas, which are summarized below: 
(i) proper procedures and criteria on the acceptance and 
rejection of printed matters are required； 
(ii) checked and unchecked materials and parts must be stored in 
different locations in the store area； 
( iii ) printed matters should be stored in the same location with 
checked and unchecked printed matters placed separately； 
(iv) proper procedures and criteria on the acceptance and 
rejection of materials and parts are required. How 
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Production Planning Departirient (which is in charge of the 
Store Division) and Quality Control Department co-ordinate 
with each other should also be spelled out; 
(•) first-in-first-out concept should be applied to all 
materials and parts in the Store Division. And the in and out 
date of all material should have clear records and 
indication； 
(vi) in processing the "Final Packaging Process" , only one irodel 
should be processed and before another model is processed, 
the production line must be cleared； 
(vii) conplete vxDrking procedures for each production process are 
required； 
(viii) detailed specifications on all Bills of Materials 
(BCM) from Engineering Department are required for Quality 
Control Department； 
(ix) instructions for re-work are required, i . e . , for goods that 
are not up to standard and could be reused after certain 
re - work procedures； details instructions must be given 
to Production Department by Engineering Department; 
(X) a procedure should be set up by Quality Control Department 
in double-checking whether the revision number on printed 
matters is up-to-date before final product packaging； 
(xi) procedures and records of equipment calibration are required； 
(xii) formal records must be kept for any changes in 
specifications of materials or products. An Engineering Change 
Request/Note (BCN) is suggested by Project Manager； 
(xiii ) an analysis on all returned goods from customer is required 
so that inprovenient work could be done to minimize future 
return. A Return Material Analysis Form (RMA) is suggested 
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by Project Manager； and 
(xiv) training of worker is required. It is suggested that 
half-day orientation should be given to newly recruited worker 
to familiarize themselves with the product and the caipany. 
Besides having to coiiply with FDA's requirements, Conpany CH 
is also facing increasing pressure from Corpany B&L to keep the 
Return Rate from customers below 3%. As shown in Figure 4 . 2 on 
the next page, the Return Rates after 18 months are higher than 3% 
roost of the time since 1987 . Conpany DR did not press Coitpany CH 
hard to inprove the situation, but Company B&L i s not as easy-going 
as Conpany DR and are pressing hard on coiipany CH to make 
inprovements, particularly on the quality control system. 
Moreover, although there are s t i l l no detailed contractual 
clauses governing the manufacturer and buyer relationship between 
Company CH and Conpany B&L, more conditions on production are 
inposed on Coipany CH by Corpany B&L. For example, any product 
modification has to be approved by Conpany B&L in black and white. 
Apart from the formality and strictness between Coipany CH and 
Conipany B&L, their relationship has also become more delicate. The 
top management of Coipany CH realizes that unlike Coipany DR, which 
vas a relatively small conpany with less bargaining power, Conpany 
B&L is a very large enterprise with a lot more resources at their 
disposal. Hence, Conpany B&L could more easily find a replacement 
producer for their electric toothbrushes i f they are not satisfied 
with Conpany CH's progress in ineeting the requireirents from FDk and 
Company B&L itself . Oi the other hand. Company CH i s not conpletely 
helpless because it has got hold o f the technology and knowhow which 
are st i l l essential at present in the production of electric 


















































































































































































































































































producer. However, with a strong research and developnent team 
within Company B&L, it might not be long before Company B&L could 
find a substitute producer. Therefore, Conpany CH has to inprove 
their production system before it is too late. 
In response to the above pressures. Company CH has decided 
to introduce sane changes in their existing systens so that the 
ooinpany CDould meet the FDA's requirements and maintain the account 
of Conpany B&L. 
The Change Process and Efforts of Coipany CH 
In August 1989, the Project Manager called a meeting with the 
various department heads to inform them of what changes were 
required in order to meet the requireinents from FDA and Conpany B&L. 
These changes are based on the 14 points in Conpany B&L's Inspector 
Report mentioned above, plus Cotpany B&L's own additional requirement 
for a better production and quality control system. Furthermore, the 
department heads have also been requested to produce job 
specifications for each job within his departirent and a departnental 
operational flow-chart. 
To monitor the change process, three follow-up meetings were 
held, one in September, one in October and the last one in Decanber 
1989. All these four meetings were chaired by the Project Manager 
with the presence of the General Manager and Work Manager. The 
follow-up meetings were mainly for reporting progress. The 
participants in the meeting were rather quiet and there vas no active 
discussion and participation from the floor. Not too much pressure 
was given by the top managemsnt to the middle management in 
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carrying out the changes required and there vas no feedback nor 
response, positive or otherwise, from the top irianagement to the 
progress of change. Only brief agenda and minutes were given to 
department heads as guidelines for change and a reminder to the 
department heads. 
Within each department, the department head briefs his own 
staff verbally on what changes are required. Hence, the staff are 
only obtaining verbal and second hand details and guidelines on the 
required changes. 
To notivate the staff to accept and inpleroent the changes, a 
bonus equivalent to around 6 months of salary was granted to all 
office staff at the end of September 1989 after the second follow-up 
meeting, which vas two noiths later than the usual annual bonus 
announcement in June/July each year. The General Manager also took 
the opportunity to ineet each staff member individually to announce 
the bonus payment and at the same time, iirpress ipon them the need to 
iirplenent the changes and to achieve better performance. 
These changes mainly concerns the following aspects: 
(i) there should be proper documentation for all the production 
and quality control processes； 
(ii) flow of material and semi-finished and finished goods should 
be in order and with clear indications； and 
(iii) proper training for workers is required. 
In order to achieve the above, the present organizational 
structure has to be reinforced by having clearer lines of authority, 
job specifications for staff and workers, and instructions for 
documentation flows, and written records of work processed and 
performed. In line with Company B&L's required iiiprovement in the 
quality control system, a Material Review Board (MRB) has been 
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set up within the company to strengthen the systen and enhance the 
oo-ordination and efforts anong various departments in this area. The 
MRB conprises representatives from Engineering Departmsnt, Quality 
Control Department, Purchasing Department and Production Planning 
Departinent, and its objective is to review and confirm the handling 
of materials or semi-finished goods found-。to be not up-to-standard. 
This is to ensure that all sub-standard parts and their disposal 
should be in ocxipliance with the new quality control procedures. 
To inplenent the changes, the various departnent heads have 
only been asked to perform the jobs required but no assistance has 
ever been given to than in planning and carrying out the required 
changes. Furthermore, there is no definite deadline set for the work 
to be done and they have only been told to conplete the changes on 
documentation and production as soon as possible. 
Resistances to Change 
Although the changes are required to be oonpleted as soon 
as possible, the progress is very slow because there is a high 
level of resistance to these changes fron both individual staff and 
the organization as a whole. 
Individual Resistance to Change 
Managers and staff alike within Conpany CH have found it 
very difficult to accept the new ways of dealing with things as this 
vDuld mean a loss of convenience to them. For exaiiple, although it 
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has been announced that proper docuiiBnts should be presented before 
anything could be taken out fron the store, production staff still 
just nake a call and collect the goods fron the store without any 
documents, making it very difficult to control materials and 
quality. Besides, they find that to do the sane job under the new 
system they have to do more work and go through more steps, 
procedures and Departments/Divisions than before. Those jdbs which 
could be done in the past by a friend in another department are now 
required to go through the formal procedures of filling in forms, 
putting them in black and white and passing them to several other 
Departments before they could even be considered. 
Sane staff do not like the new procedures because they create 
more workload for them. In our informal discussion with a 
store-keeper, we understand that in the past, when materials were 
sent to the store by vendor, he vould just call the Incaning Quality 
Control Inspector to check them and the production staff could then 
just pick up the materials by themselves. However, under the new 
system v^ich requires first-in-first-out and detailed recording, he 
has to mark on the carton boxes the incaning date and record the 
details in a log book v^en materials cone in. Then after the arrival 
of the Incoming Quality Control Inspector, he has to acconpany the 
inspector to go to the spot to show him the goods. After checking, an 
Accept Notice vould be passed to him and he has to record this 
information on the log book again. When the production staff need 
the materials, he has to check which log of materials should be 
released according to the first-in-first-out concept. Then he has to 
accoirpany the production staff to go to the spot and mark on the log 
book the quantity of materials taken away and on which date. Despite 
all these requireirents, we have heard from other staff that the 
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storekeepers are not doing the above as required. 
To many senior staff, proper documentation might mean public 
exposure and record of their failure and inefficiencies and a loss of 
face before the colleagues. Furthernore, if one staff member puts 
down something in writing against another person and even circulates 
it to other parties, the other side may take offence and retaliate in 
future. Hence, unless one is deliberately trying to disgrace another 
person, he would not resort to putting them down in black and v^ite 
for fear of hurting the dignity and self-esteem of the other side. 
Hence, even though there are requirements to properly document the 
dealings within the conpany, the staff have a general reluctance to 
resort to writing. 
Moreover, Corpany CH's staff generally believe that the new 
procedures and guidelines are useless because no one vould follow 
them. In this respect, the General Manager has set a bad exaitple to 
the other managers and staff because he himself has not followed some 
of the new procedures. Under the new procedures, when defective 
toothbrushes are returned from Company B&L, the Project Department 
should send a Return Material Analysis (腿）form to Engineering 
Departinent so that the latter could investigate and write down the 
defects and the reasons for return on the RMA form for future 
inprovement. These returned toothbrushes are addressed to the 
General Manager v^en sent back by Conpany B&L. However, after 
receiving the returned goods, instead of passing than to Project 
Department for further processing, the General Manager vmld just 
follow the old practice to dunp than on to the engineers direct 
without going through Project Departanent first. This has given the 
staff the inpression that Company CH is not committed to these 
changes and they are hence rather relaxed about the new regulations 
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and procedures. 
These doubts about v^ether the new regulations and procedures 
wDuld indeed be effective and be carried out, coupled with the fact 
that no deadline has been set for the completion of these changes: 
have led some department heads into delaying the required sutmissioD 
of job specifications and c^rational flowcharts, giving the e � s e 
that they are just too busy to do them. 
Organizational Resistance to Change 
The resistance to change from the organization itself a r i‘避 
mainly from the organization structure itself. As mentioned-
before, the various department heads were pranoted from ]:搬〗 
level and they do not have sufficient managerial skills to plan for 
and inplement the required changes. Moreover, anbedded in tba 
organizational culture is their preference for not bear in:; 
responsibility and making wrong decisions and mistakes;⑦ S 丨:c：〕 
avoidance of responsibility can be seen in the case of an 
requesting the approval of the Quality Control Manager to change the 
specifications of a material. Under the new system, the： Quality 
Coitrol Manager has to formally sign on the new Engineering cbarqe 
Request/Note (BCN) to indicate and record his approval ic丨： 
modification. However, despite the reasonableness of the request for 
iTKxaification, the Quality Control Manager, in fear of putting dc職 
a-
his approval in black and white and hence bearing the direct 
responsibility of changing the specification, refused to sign on t 
ECN. Even after the incident has been brought to the attention of th、： 
Engineering Manager and subsequently, the Project Manager, no action 
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vas taken. As a result, some modifications are stiJl 如g 
and some are nevertheless being made without the approval Bignuime 
of the Quality Caitrol Manager. This reflects that it is the 
incapabilities of the managers of Company CH and the culture of 
conservatism within the organization which are hairperiijg the 
inplementation and institutionalization of the changes. 
In addition, there is an inherent role conflict built into 
the present organization v^ich does not encourage the cheu^。The 
Production Manager is at the sane tine the manager of I^eroonael 
Department responsible for the recruitment of factory work棚f 
including assembly line workers and quality control workerBc When 
the new system requires more staff for both the Proc^ uDf i o r ： � 
Quality Coitrol Departnents and the number of new recruits (冶nnot 
fully meet the demands, the Production Manager would tend to a£ £ ; gn 
the newly recruited to the Production Departnent rather th^r, Lbs 
Quality Control Department, v^ich is roost inportant to the cix rige 
efforts of Conpany CH. 
Resources limitation of Cotpany CH has also created 
difficulties for it to effectively inplenent the changer；. n w 
regulations and procedures have generated more paperwork than before. 
with no increase in number of office staff siix^ o ；,988 aiKl 
already very heavy workload, the staff might not have iiie time to 
meet the new requirenents and follow the new procedures ever, ii ttey 
wish to. Hence, the lack of adequate resources has liiaud the 
capacity of Conpany CH to inplenent the changes. As a matte】： of fact. 
It has not been possible for the follow-i:^) meetings to be held niorc^  
frequently due to the heavy engagenents of the departnBnt、“诚rid 




ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
In the chapter, we vould try to analyse the data collected in 
Chapter 4 in the light of the conceptual framework v:e have developed 
in Chapter 3. 
External Environment 
To make use of the concepts of envirorinentc in Chapter 3, we 
can see that Conpany CH has three external eiwironmani 
External Transactional Envircement 
For its external transactional environment, it can be seen in 
two perspectives. The first is that, in regard to the number and 
inportance of the organizations which Conpany CH 1聰 directly dealt 
with, we can see fron Table 4.1 that throughout the period fron 1983 
to 1989, Company CH has been dealing with only tvc. lo custoniers 
and that only one conpany i.e. Conpany DR between 1985 and 1988 and 
conpany B&L in 1989, vas of greatest inportance in terms of product 
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value. Hence, we can say that the external transactional 
environment has all along been relatively sinple, perhaps unduly 
sinple' and is mainly represented hy Company DR or C o n ^ ^ y B&L 
after 1989. The second perspective is that the relative inportance 
of THE significant custonier organization has considerably increased 
over the years, as can be seen fron the rising percentage of the 
product value of toothbrush in the total output value of Conpany CH , 
fron 6 % in 1985 to 87% in 1989. These two facts, i.e. the existence 
of only one significant customer organization and its increasing 
relative inportance, would bring oat a very critical feature of 
company CH that it has all along been very dependent on its external 
transactional environment for resources in terms of value of 
production orders, and is increasing so too. 
Ihe External Contextual Envircraient 
While company DR or B&L represent the external transactional 
environment of Conpany CH - we wcxald quickly cone to realize that 
t h e � twD oon^anies marketing and selling in the United states the 
electrical toothbrushes producaa by Company CH were and are subject 
to the market danands and conditions there. These market deiands and 
conditions back in the U.S. can then considered to be the external 
contextual environment of Coinpany CH. m the early sinple years when 
conpany CH was still prodding for Conpany DR. the extern � 
ocntextual e n v i r o _ t v«s rather free and unstructured because it 
had no specific rules and regulations a«3 the product ves sold to a 
very general market. However, when Company B&L tod. over C o 啊 Y DR 
in 1989, they decided to make it a high-quality product and upgrade 
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the market frcm a general one to target at a quality-minded market. 
This is a very drastic qualitative change in the external contextual 
environment of Conpany CH because Company B&L vcould then be subject 
to the rules and regulations of the new market and both Conpany B&L 
and CH are then under tremendous pressure to introduce organizational 
changes within Company CH . The new rules arri regulations required 
for the high-quality market and the certification requirements of 
IDA' and actually even Conpany B&L itself, are very new to Company 
CH, knowledge and information about then are lacking and uncertain. 
Furthermore, after the take-over, Conpany CH is still producing 
electric toothbrushes for C o 啊 y B&L under an informal agreement and 
it is very uncertain as to when Company B&L would terminate it. In 
this dimension. Conpany CH has a very high les^el of information 
uncertainty about both its external transactional and contextual 
environments • 
The External Enacted Environment 
in the years between 1985 and 1989 when Company CH vas 
producing toothbrushes for Conpany DR, it certainly had a very 
oonplacent view of its environnent, and � s totally unaware of the 
fact that they were very dependent, and indeed over-dependent on 
company DR for its production order. The enacted environirent of 
conpany CH was friendly, co-oj«rative and safe. Hence, during t h e � 
years, they just v^rked happily with Conpany DR to produce 
toothbrushes, and had not thought of diversifying their custaner and 
product base so as to reduce their resource dependence on Con^Bny DR. 
Ihe taking over of Company CH by Oxnpany B&L in 1989 has added to the 
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problem of high resource dependence a new dinension of information 
uncertainty in that both Company B&L and the new market requirements 
and FDA rules and regulations are all unfamiliar and new to then. 
Gcnpany CH is now at least able to see and discern a change in its 
external market environment and the need for than to introduce 
formalized and explicit work and quality control procedures in its 
production of toothbrushes. This is a substantive chaise in the 
enacted environment of the Company, a change fron a friendly and safe 
environment to one which is very demanding and strict. 
In short. Company CH is high on both dimensions of resource 
dependence and information uncertainty in its external transactional 
and contextual environments, and is most constrained by them. Hence, 
there is a strong need for it to be very alert responsive to its 
environments in order to survive and grow. 
The Fit Between The Organization And Its External Environm^ni-
Between the years 1984 and 1989, there vas a fit between 
Conpany CH and its external transactional and contextual eiwironment 
because we can see that both Con^^y DR and Company CH had a 
relatively siirple structure and informal v^rking arrangement and 
style. For Company DR , Company CH's main transactional enviromtent. 
it v^s only a very small company founded by three entrepreneurs, with 
electric toothbrush as its sole product, arx3 had a loose, informal 
and sinple structure of its own. Canpany CH also started with a small 
number of enployee of 150 in 1983, with only eight departnent heads 
working directly under the General Manager through the Work Manager. 
Ifence, the factory vas relatively sinple in its production and 
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therefore did not need much production and documentation rules and 
procedures to follow. Coupled with the lack of such requirements fron 
just a very general market, the contextual environment, in the U.S., 
there vas therefore a good fit between Company CH and its 
environments, and the relationship between than could be described as 
informal and casual. This can be seen in the fact that whenever 
Company CH wanted to modify the product or Coii^^ny m v^ted to 
change the production schedule, a long-distance call would do. Even 
on those rarer occasions when the senior man^enent of Coir^anies DR 
and CH met, there vas seldan any serious business and production 
di^ussion but a lot of socializing instead. 
The second reason for this fit vas that the electric 
toothbrush vas still a relatively new product and needed a lot of 
product research, development and inprovement, which were done and 
provided Company CH itself. Hence, Conpany CH very much on its 
technical staff and engineers to come up with good and innovative 
ideas to iirprove the product. Formal and regulated documentation a«3 
production procedures and regulation within Ccmpany CH might mean 
strictness and rigidity which might stifle the inncvative 
contributions fron within Conpany CH on product inprovement and 
developnoit. Oi the other hand, Conpany DR relied very much on 
Ocnpany CH on product design and other technical and technological 
aspects. If such formal and strict procedures and regulations 
existed between Company CH and DR, its external transactional 
environment. Company DR might find that they were making it difficult 
for Company CH to do product inprovement and development well. Hence, 
the more informal production and dcx:uirentation arrar^ements between 
Oompany CH and its external transactional environment � s more 
functional and effective in terms of the need for product inprovement 
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and developinent, and can meet mutual needs and expectations, 
change of buyer and the change of market have all changed 
this fit. Conpany B&L is a very large enterprise with various product 
divisions and it has its own established production and documentation 
procedures and regulations, which are themselves functional and 
necessary to this large enterprise. After they have taken over 
Company DR and decided to upgrade the product to sell it in the 
high-quality market, representing a major change in Company CH's 
transactional and contextual enviroment, ttey naturally find that 
Oorapany CH丨s existing documentation and production regulations and 
procedures do not fit their own v^rking style and arrar^ement and the 
narket requirements. 
Hence, we can see that the initial fit between Conpany CH and 
its external transactional and contextual environments had been 
overtaken by a misfit due to a drastic and sudden change in the 
enviromnents themselves. Company CH saw, or � made to see, this 
change and there has hence been a corresponding change in Company 
O T s enacted environment as well, which provides the main inpetus for 
Conpany CH to introduce changes in its internal environment. 
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The Internal Environnent 
Here, we vould analyse � h e internal environirent of Conpany CH 
fron the approaches we have used in the conceptual framework in 
Chapter 3, i.e., the technological, behavioral and structural 
approaches. 
The Technological Approach 
Fran this approach, we can see that Conpany CH has not 
introduced any inprovement in machine nor man-job relationship to 
bring out high productive and man-job efficiency. The Project Manager 
within the existing organization is only responsible for 
co-ordination between Conpany CH and its customers, whereas the Work 
Manager to v^om the other department heads work to actually does not 
perform any co-ordinating functions among the various departments. As 
required by Conpany B&L, Carpany CH has made sane initial attenpts to 
strengthen co-ordination among various jobs by requiring various 
departments to produce job specifications for each job. This could 
delineate the role and scope of each job in the factory and can 
facilitate future co-ordination among them. Ccnpany CH's next step is 
to devise operational flov^charts for all departnents in order to 
co-ordinate inter-departmental work and then to strengthen the 
co^ordination in quality control by setting up a Material Review 
Board. 
However, Company CH appears to be already happy with taking 
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these steps alone. There is no further action on the part of the 
management to critically examine and study the various job 
specifications to find out any diplication or gap in roles and 
responsibilities. Nor have they seriously chased the managers of 
various departments to subnit the flow-charts and then study them in 
detail in order to streamline the work and procedures within and 
among various departirents. Apart from setting up the Material Review 
Board v^ich is quite a success in strengthening quality control and 
the co-ordination between Departirents in quality cxxitrol, Conpany CH 
has not further introduced, institutionalized nor refrozen 
oo«ordination efforts in other areas of intended organizational 
change. 
Behavioral Approach 
This approach highlights the most problematic area in Conpany 
CH, especially in the area of attitude change. Before we go into 
that, we can first look at the more general aspects of knowledge and 
skill inprovement. If we go back to the 14 points of changes within 
Company CH required by Company B&L listed in Chapter 4, we realize 
that they do not demand too much knowledge and skill because they are 
inainly related to documentation and .production procedures, which can 
be acquired or handled easily without the need to undergo too much 
technical and technological training. 
The biggest problem in the change process cones in requiring 
the mnagement and the staff of Conpany CH to devise and follow these 
regulations and procedures. Present indications are that Company CH 
is now stuck with devising the regulations and procedures their^elves 
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for several months already sinply because there is very prevalent low 
iTDtivation and subtle resistances to the changes. If we irake use of 
the theories and concepts in Chapter 3, these aspects can be analysed 
in more detail as follavs: 
low lybtivation to Change 
According to expectancy-valence theory of motivation, one-s 
motivation to change is tied in with their perception whether the 
change will be successful. In this respect, we know that the managers 
of various departments, who are tasked to produce jc±> specification, 
operational flow-charts and various procedures and regulations, did 
not think that other people vould follow what they vould devise, 
Ifence, they feel that it would be a waste of time for them to do all 
these paperwork and are finding the excuse that they are just too 
busy to do these additional tasks. 
Admittedly, Conpany CH has tried to enhance the staffs 
motivation to change by giving them larger bonus and taking the 
opportunity to inpress upon them individually that it vas of utmost 
iinportance that the changes required ty Conpany B&L should be 
effected as soon as possible. Ihis reward should have been an 
effective starting point for the managenent of Company CH to bring 
about the changes. Ihe larger bonus is of course appreciated by the 
staff and is also a positive and clear indication that Conpany CH is 
committed to introducing the changes. 
However, the problem is that the payment of the bonus, which 
were paid out in the past years regularly in June/July each year, had 
been deferred to Septeinber 1989 to tie in with the announcement of 
the changes required by Conpany B&L. The staff of Conpany CH took 
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this deferment of bonus paynent rather negatively ard has since been 
accusing the management of being insincere in bonus payment. The 
second problem is that any reward syston to induce attitude 
nodification is only supposed to be a first step and needs to be 
followed up and strengthened in other aspects. After the paynent of 
bonus, the General Manager of Conpany CH just leaves all the tasks of 
planning and inplementing the changes to his staff. No other forms of 
feedbacks or reinforcement ha¥e been indicated fcy the senior 
management on the required chai^es^ and despite the initial positive 
indications, the lack of fesdtek ard further reinforcement frcm the 
top has cast subsequent doubts on the conmitnent of Conpany CH to the 
changes. If any of the staff were initially motivated by the 
additional bonus to change their attitude and behavior, they have 
soon relapsed and returned to their former behavior and attitude 
patterns due to a lack of cxmtinuoos reinforcenent. 
Resistance to Change 
Aiiiong the theories on resistance to change we have examined in 
Chapter 3, we find that the vested interest theory may not be 
applicable to this case because due to the paternalistic style of 
management in Company CH, the middle managenent does not have much 
decision-making power and the proposed changes do not seem to 
threaten this aspect nor any other aspect of their vested interest. 
The capacity for change theory, oci the other hand, can account 
for some aspects of the staff ®s resistance to change. We have seen 
that during the 5 years when Conpany CH produced electric 
toothbrushes for Coir5>any DR, OMpany CH had not undergone any major 
organizational change. Hence, they are not very used to changes and 
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their capacity for change is rather limited. Worse still,the middle 
management is now given the major task to plan and inplement the 
required changes on their own too. It is hence not surprising to fird 
that the required changes are now stuck with the middle management 
even in the initial stages of devising the necessary docunentation 
and production regulations ard procedures. As noted in Chapter A, we 
suspect that the lack of sufficient manpower resources to cope with 
the additional paperwork and work load arising from the new 
regulations and procedures might also have limited Conpany CH's 
capacity to inplement the intended organizational changes. 
The cost-benefit theory of resistance to change can also shed 
some light on the case. We can first start with the General Manager. 
He has spent over 30 years with the holding conpany and Conpany CH 
and has asked for retirement. Due to a lack of suitable replacement, 
he has been requested to stay. Now, the need to change Conpany CH is 
suddenly thrust upon him. Whether he succeeded in introducing these 
changes wDuld mean little to him in terms of promotion prospects or 
pay. However, if he is really to introduce the changes seriously and 
earnestly, he has to spend a lot of tine and efforts on this. In 
terms of the cost-benefit theory, to the General Manager, the cost of 
pushing ahead with the required changes is higher than the benefits, 
if any. He has hence taken the coipranise course of requiring the 
middle management to plan and inplement the changes, and would be 
happy to leave everything to them. 
To the middle management, before the benefits can be realized, 
they have to spend a lot of time and efforts to formulate, devise and 
inplement the regulations and procedures. Furthermore, the 
regulations and procedures they devise would, in turn, nean that they 
thenselves have to do a lot more paperwork, fill in many kinds of 
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forms etc. Yet, the benefits of such formalization of procedures are 
renote and intangible to them, especially in the context of their 
existing organizational culture that what they have to ensure are 
just the end products of ip-to-standard electric toothbrushes and to 
meet the production deadline. They do not care very much about the 
means theinselves and do not see any great benefit in formalizing the 
documentation and production procedures and systems. 
Personalism and "Face-Giving" 
The general cultural traits of personalism and "face" in 
Chinese culture have greatly influenced behavior in Conpany CH. From 
Chapter 4, we have seen an exairple of the loose and unstructured 
friendship circle in Conpany CH, showing how personalism is at work. 
When the objective of the organization Conpany CH is to delineate and 
specify the role and responsibilities of each job, and to formalize 
the documentation and production regulations and procedures, this 
cultural trait of personalism, which favors personal relationship and 
obligations, is obviously counteractive. Hence, these informal and 
friendship groups within Company CH, such as the "mahjong" group of 
the Production Manager, Engineering Manager, Quality Control Manager 
and the Production Planning and Control Manager, see these changes 
as a threat to their legitimacy, operation and even existence. This 
adds force to the resistance to change at the individual and group 
levels. Worse still, the existence of such personalism between the 
Production and Quality Control Managers, as we have seen in the 
example in Chapter 4, means that the strengthening of quality 
control, which is the ultimate goal of the required organizational 
changes, is being oonpranised because the 
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Quality Control Manager has to pay due regard to his friendship with 
the Production Manager. This would make it very difficult for him to 
perform his role objectively and rationally and exercise the 
necessary and required checks and balances within Company CH. 
Face-giving is closely related to personal!sm in the way that 
the the higher the degree of personalism, the more face-giving 
between the persons concerned and can be used to strengthen and 
supplement the analysis on personalism above. However, face-giving 
can be analysed in a broader context of two not-sc^closely related 
individuals, especially when one is senior or superior to the other. 
This is also relevant in the reciprocity of face-giving because not 
giving face to even a mere acquaintance might invite retaliation of 
the same kind. In Conpany CH, the typical exaitple of face-giving 
involving different ranks and fear of possible retaliation is the 
case of the General Manager not following the new procedure to pass 
on returned goods to Project Manager but just dunping them on to the 
engineers in the Engineering Departinsnt who vould of course give face 
to the top inanagement and dare not ask the General Manager himself to 
follow the new procedure• 
Producer Mentality 
In describing the organizational culture in Chapter 4, we 
understand that Conpany CH has developed a sort of producer mentality 
that once a production order is accepted, their task is to fulfil the 
order, produce the goods at the lowest cost, at optimally acceptable 
rejection rate and in good time. Time and cost constraints have also 
strengthened this organizational culture, these features of which are 
not conducive to the changes required by Conpany B&L to formalize the 
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docunentation and production regulations and procedures, and add to 
the resistance to change at the cultural level of the vtole 
organization. 
Management Training and Develo]:«ient 
Fron the conceptual framework in Chapter 3, we understand that 
in traditional Chinese family business, the succeeding owner/manager 
would receive informal training and exposure on the job rather than 
by Western-style formal and structured managerial development• The 
Chinese alternative is functional to Chinese family-owned business 
because the traditional training received by the owner manager should 
normally enable him to run his business, which is usually not too 
large nor conplex for one top manager to handle. Training efforts 
and resources would not be wasted either because the owner/nanager 
vDuld succeed the family-owned business sooner or later. 
In the case of Corpany CH, the General Manager is only a close 
friend of the Chairman of the holding conpany, surrounded by 
long-serving enployee managers. In this sense, it is not a very 
typical traditional Chinese family business. Furthermore, as we have 
seen, the Conpany is getting bigger and bigger in size, starting fron 
just 150 enplqyees in 1983, rising to over 600 enployees in 1989, The 
sales revenue has also increased by twenty-one fold during the 
period. This expansion vould inevitably place a lot of burden on the 
General Manager v^ich is not trained in either the traditional 
Chinese way or the modern Western vay. His managers also encounter 
the same problems. 
We understand that inprovement in knowledge and skill and 
change in attitude can be effected through educational and training 
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programmes, organizational develc^inent intervention and managenent 
development. As part of the Ccxrpany CH's change efforts, only 
half-day orientation training is planned to be provided to workers. 
However, no training and re-education of any sort is provided to 
managers to facilitate the organizational change, not to mention the 
kind of organizational development intervention and management 
development we have mentioned. No wonder that the middle managenent, 
vhich is responsible to inplement the changes, is dull and numb to 
v^at they are expected to achieve. The only efforts they have made in 
this respect were to hold meetings between department heads and issue 
a few guidelines in the form of notes of meeting； then the departnent 
heads are sipposed to spread the news and inplement them in the 
departments concerned. Even here, only 4 meetings have been held 
since August 1989 v^en the changes were announced, and the last one 
held � s in December 1989. Despite the lack of progress, no further 
meetings have been held in the last three nonths. Hence, without the 
benefits of Chinese traditional managerial training and developnent, 
and as Coipany CH is growing in size, they should institute formal 
and structured managerial training and developnent for the top and 
middle managers and even workers in order to enhance their general 
managerial capabilities and more specifically, their abilities to 
change• 
Change Strategy 
In regard to the change strategy, it can either be 
evolutionary or revolutionary. In such a factory with centralized 
authority and powers, it would be best to have the revolutionary 
strategy, especially when the changes are precipitated by a sort of 
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crisis in a change of buyer and market. However, the factory only has 
a lukevam General Manager and lacks a leader to bring out and 
effect this strategy. The end result is no change strategy in this 
case at all, and all they have is an one-episode of benevolent 
paternalism i.e. a larger bonus fron a paternalistic General Manager 
with no further follow-ip. 
The Structural Approach 
Structural Dimensions for 
Organizational Change 
As an initial general analysis, we can look at Company CH from 
the four structural diinensions of conplexity, formalization, 
centralization and co-ordination. 
On oonplexity, we know that in Hong Kong, the proportion of 
small Chinese conpanies is getting larger and larger. In 1951, 79% of 
all manufacturing establishments enplcyed fewer than 50 people； in 
1981, this has risen to 92%. In 1981, medium-size oonpanies enploying 
50 to 500 enplqyees accounted for 8 % of the total, whereas the 
number of oonpanies enploying over 500 people accounted for 0.4% 
(Redding and Wong, 1986) • Hence, in terms of size, Conpany CH with 
600 enplqyees should be considered a large manufacturing 
establishment in Ifong Kong. The sheer size of the conpany would 
create organizational conplexity of its own. However, like many other 
Chinese-style oonpanies, it does not have too much horizontal 
differentiation because of the characteristic lack of such ancillary 
departments as Research and Development and Marketing. There is not 
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niuch horizontal differentiation either as there are only three to 
four managerial levels between the General Manager and the workers. 
This lack of a differentiated middle managenent may also reflect the 
centralized authority and decision-making powers within Canpany CH. 
In general, we can say that Cbnpany CH is large in size and 
relatively sinple in its vertical and horizontal structures. 
On formalization, for a factory with relative specific and 
mechanical roles and tasks to perform, and typical of small Chinese 
family business that we have irentioned, Coirpany CH is lacking in 
formalization and related standardization. This is most obvious in 
its inventory, production, quality control, docuuBntation and 
oanmunication procedures. As a matter of fact, it is actually towards 
the goals of higher formalization and standardization, especially in 
the first four areas mentioned above, that Canpany B&L is requiring 
Gonpany CH to change. 
Again like other small Chinese family business, the authority 
and decision making powers in Conpany CH are quite centralized, 
though in this case, the General Manager is not the owner manager. 
N 
But in a broader sense, there is a shade of Chinese traditional 
business familism in Coipany CH in that the daninant General Manager 
is a close friend of the Chairman of the family-owned holding 
oonnpany, a sort of、honorary family members' described by Redding, 
jybst of the managers under the General Manager have very long years 
of service in the Coipany, and t h o u � they constitute a la^er of 
middle-managenent bureaucrat as against the entrepeneur, their 
loyalty and obligations to Cbnipany CH are strong. However, as 
expected in traditional Chinese family business, the middle 
management is not strong in authority and decision-making powers. 
Apart fron day-to-day operational and production decisions, the 
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managers are delegated with little key authority and powers. We vould 
discuss its significance in greater detail in the later section, 
lastly, there is a lack of co~ordination among the various 
departments because the Work Manager, who is supposed to co-ordinate 
among the departirent heads working under him, is not doing the job 
well. This is especially damaging v^en the jobs and roles are not as 
clearly defined and delineated as in the case of Conpany CH, and it 
is one of the aims of the proposed organizational changes to produce 
clearer job specifications. 
Ihe Positive and Negative Cultural 
Considerations of the Structural 
Dimensions, 
� have briefly discussed the cultural characteristics of the 
structural dinensions of traditional Chinese family business and the 
extent to v^ich Company CH is typical of it. It now seems appropriate 
to examine this area in more detail here in regard to the positive 
and negative effects of these cultural characteristics on 
organizational functioning. 
Familism and owners' interests 
Ihe most general and salient feature of Chinese family 
business is, of course, familism, which really neans a significant 
overlap between ownership and management control. This is in stark 
contrast to Western corporations with separation of ownership and 
management； ownership is held by stockholders v^ereas the nanagement 
is run by a team of paid managers/ bureaucrats. In a broad sense, the 
n — ^ ~ '^ ‘ ‘ llliillll— 
！ 
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conbining of ownership and management, as in the case of Chinese | 
family business, can best ensure and protect the interests of the 
owners, whereas the stockholders and owners of Western corporations 
have to pay the agency cost of having the corporation run by 
outsiders, whose interests vould not, in many cases, coincide with | 
those of the corporation. Hence, as far as the interests of conpany 
owners are concerned, the Chinese business culture of familism is 
nore preferable. Needless to say, the negative side of this is that ij 
l! 
li 
any significant increase in the size and oonplexity of the oonpany j 
i 
would demand greater delegation of power； otherwi^, insistence on | 
that sort of one m n band of inanageirent vould inpose great 
i:‘丨 
restrictions on the growth and developnent of the conpany. •！ 
|| 
Though Company CH itself is not a family-owned business, as I 
�� 
the General Manager is not the owner but an eitplqyee of the | 
organization, he is a close friend of the Chairman of the holding ^ 
company' and we could expect a strong bond or tie of obligation i 
between them. The other lower-level managers have demonstrated this 任 
kind of tie or bond too as most of them have worked in Coipany CH for 
I 
a long time. This vould, to some extent, indicate that the managers 」 
are quite identified with the conpany and that there is more overlap 
between the interests of the owners and the managers, as oonpared 
with Western corporations. 
Informality and efficiency 
The characteristics of familism could then lead to the 
situation that the owner manager of Chinese family business is 
surrounded or supported by a circle of family members and close 
friends in running the conpany. Western analysts vould be quick to 
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criticize this sort of nepotism. However, one has to point out that 
the existence of close ties and bonds ard hence mutual trust and 
obligations between the top manager ard his staff of family members 
would mean that there is no longer any strong need to formalize and 
standardize the working and communications procedures between them, 
v^ich are so often enphasized and glorified in Western business 
culture. Stringent codes of behavior are needed only between 
strangers to ensure the fulfillment of obligations ard premises； they 
are seldan needed between goods friends who can take the other's 
words as deeds. Hence, in Chinese family business, we seldan find 
formal and strict rules and regulations for various organizational 
activities and procedures. Plus centralized decision-making powers 
and authority, these wDuld mean that work can be done more 
efficiently ard decisions made nore quickly. 
In the case of Conpany CH, this is actually the greatest 
source of organizational resistance to change, i.e. to the adoption 
of formal and standard rules and regulations in production, 
documentation and quality control, as the old informal procedures and 
systems have worked so well for so inany years and the managers do not 
see any benefits at all in the change ard all oanplain that these 
rules and regulations vould just create unnecessary additional 
paperwork and workload for them and reduce the efficiency in 
production and conmunication. Of ODurse, we would also appreciate 
that in Conpany CH, the need to formalize and standardize these 
regulations and procedures are iiiposed from outside by the main 
custoner Conpany B&L as a result of foreign market requirements. 
However, we should also see that with Conpany CH growing bigger and 
more conplex, the conpany itself would have to introduce nore formal 
and standard rules and regulations on production procedures and 
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communication because the informal network has intrinsic limitations 
and cannot be extended too far. Otherwise, control and oanmunication 
within the conpany vould break down. 
Power Centralization and the 
facilitation of intended 
organizational changes 
In Chapter 3, we understand that a characteristics of Chinese 
culture is the large power distance between the top and middle 
management' especially in the area of policy and strategic decisions. 
From the viewpoint of Western business culture and practice, one can 
very easily point out that power concentration at the top management 
vould reduce staff identification with and hence their loyalty to the 
oorporation, and deprive them of the chance to participate in making 
decisions for the corporation and hence cut off their innovative 
contribution, A more functional approach would suggest that with the 
increase in size and oonplexity of a conpany, it is inevitable and 
iiiperative to have more delegation of power. In broad context, these 
arguinents are nearly universally unassailable and we shall discuss 
this aspect in more detail in later section in relation to strategic 
consideration, though we should always be aware of the fact the power 
centralization could also bring about more efficiency, quicker 
decision-making and a stronger sense of organizational direction and 
control within a conpany. 
However, in a cultural context, there is another side to this 
picture. It is widely known and accepted that the Chinese are much 
more concerned about ^ face\ social and public conformity and respect 
for hierarchy' order and authority (Bond, 1986) than Westerners, It 
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therefore nakes sense for the top mnageinent to meet these cultural 
requirements and expectations to take a more authoritative position 
in dealing with the lower-level managers in order to run the conpany 
effectively and efficiently • The word、authoritative，is chosen 
carefully as against、authoritarian, in order to eiiphasize the fact 
that even in traditional Chinese culture with higher power 
centralization, there is a human side to it as expert power and 
referent power are more preferred by both the leader and the 
subordinates as against coercive power (Bond, 1986)• Mere ruthless 
exertion of power and coercion cannot conmard the respect and sipport 
of the subordinate for long. This is especially m in modern days of 
democracy that subordinates would expect the leader to have the 
expertise and substance to be a real leader . 0就 r i g h t rejection of 
power centralization without considering the &还oropriate cultural 
context is inappropriate. In the traditioiial Chinese business 
cultural context of Corpany CH, power centralisation is a weloone 
feature and、paternalism, seems to be a better word to depict the 
human and authoritative aspects of the situatioru. 
In the specific context of the intended organizational change 
of Corpany CH, one of the considerations is the question vhether 
this cultural trait vould facilitate or hinder the proposed 
organizational change. In elaborating the conceptual framework in 
Chapter 3 concerning centralization and decentralization, it vas 
pointed out that decentralization in decision making powers has a 
positive impact on innovation and adaptability because this could 
enable the organization as a v^ole to have nore information, knowhow, 
ideas and perspectives in making a decision. Qi the other hand, in 
discussing the evolutionary or revolutionary strategy under the 
behavioral approach, we know that a revolutionary fst rategy is 
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preferred in an organization with centralized authority. 
I/Doking at Company CH as a vhole, we would argue that for the 
purpose of the intended organizational changes of formalizing the 
documentation and production regulations and procedures, die cultural 
trait of paternalism and large power distance between the top ard 
middle management should have a facilitating effect because to 
inplement the required organizational changes, not many creative and 
innovative ideas and perspective are required • What is mainly needed 
for the change is the elaboration and inplementaticm of certain 
rules, regulations and procedures required by the nain v^r Conpany 
B&L , which are relatively sinple and only require ①npliance by the 
staff. In these circumstances, decentralized powers of 
decision-mking do not help very much and may ii^esd Moder the 
adoption and iirplementation of these regulation a m procedures. 
aDi?)led with the crisis-like situation of a sudden and drastic change 
in the external market environment and buyer requirenvants, 1±e nost 
effective and efficient way to bring about these changes is a 
top-down strategy, which centralized powers and the cultural, trait of 
paternalism wDuld facilitate. 
General Analysis on the 
Change Efforts 
Vfe now come to a more specific level of analysis about Conpany 
O T s efforts to introduce and effect the intended oiganization^ 
changes under the structural approach. When we analysed the 
co-ordination among jobs under the technological approach, we have 
already touched on Company CH's requirement for various departments 
to produce job specifications and descriptions. It is indeed an 
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attenpt to more clearly define, delineate and strengthen the roles 
concerned and would serve as a very initial step leading to the 
structural approach to organizational change. We will examine below 
v^at Gaipany CH has atteiipted in its efforts to effect the structural 
approach to organizational change in per^nnel replacement, 
structural modification and administrative guidance changes. 
First, there has been no increase in staff nor personnel 
replacement, and one key person to consider in this area should be 
the General Manager himself because he is unable and unwilling to 
motivate his staff to inplement the changes effectively. 
Second, there has been no structural modification in terms of 
the redistribution of power and authority within Company CH, Tte 
middle management ronains as powerless as before. It has three 
effects: 
(i) their past experience of powerlessness within the 
organization has made than feel inpotent to and 
inplement the changes effectively ； 
(ii) their enthusiasm for inplenenting changes has been 
dampened because this would not bring about 
decentralization of power and enhance their positions 
as a result； and 
(iii) even when some of the changes are being experimented, 
the middle management alrea办 experience that some of 
new rules and procedures can be sidestepped at will by 
the senior management, hence reinforcing their sense of 
inpotency and dampening their enthusiasm to inplement 
the changes. This can be seen in the case of the 
General Manager disregarding the new Return Analysis 
Form as mentioned earlier. 
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In terms of strengthening the organizational structure, a 
Material Review Board vas set up to enhance the quality control 
system. In this respect, the change effort is quite successful 
because as a result, the co-ordination among various departments in 
quality control, as mentioned under the technological approach, is 
strengthened. However, such efforts in structural inprovement and 
strengthening are lacking in other areas of intended organizational 
change. 
Third, as a result of a series of meetings, scane 
administrative guidelines, just in the form of notes of the meetings, 
on v^at and how changes in respect ol documentation and production 
regulations and procedures should be implemented have been issued. 
Ibis is one of the few measures Company CH has taken to effect 
organizational changes under the structuj^al approach in an attenpt to 
redefine the role demands and relationships within the organizations. 
Hcwever, it has the following ishortcani ngs： 
(i) as pointed out in Chapte}� 3, such a method is based on 
the assunption that the existing per^nnel and 
organizational striK^turo are capable of inplementing 
the changes, Hiis is not the case in Conpany CH due to 
the various problens we have di^ussed above； 
(ii) every departnental manager is just supposed to 
pranulgate the administrative guidelines within his 
department and carry than out； few mechanic has been 
established to control, monitor and co-ordinate the 
progress of inplenentation, to obtain feedback and to 
evaluate the changes, a here is also a general lack of 
enforceinent strategy ⑴ id mechanic for these 
administrative changes too； ard 
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(iii) nor is there sufficient inechanisro, device or plan to 
reinforce and institutionalize the changes which the 
administrative guidelines are supposed to bring about. 
Hence, we can hardly expect that these administrative 
guidelines could bring about and make permanent the intended changes 
in role demands ard relationships. 
Process of Organizational Change 
Thoug^i the theoretical framework on this part is relatively 
Sinple, its significance to Coirpany CH cannot be underestimated. For 
the purpose of the required and intended organizational change, the 
first phase of exploration under the integrative model may not be too 
relevant because they are required and inposed by the transactional 
(Conpany B&L ) and contextual (high-quality market in U.S.) 
environments. Ifowever, fron v^at we see in Chapter 4, we know that 
Gonpany CH lacks the important second phase of planning. Apart fron 
the four meetings held to discuss the issue of guidelines and details 
of changes and report on the progress, there has been no planning in 
terms of information collection and analysis, and design of 
appropriate inpleroentation strategy, tactics and course of actions. 
The senior and middle management just junped into the third phase of 
action under the integrative model, and even here, no enforcenent, 
feedback and evaluation procedures and mechanism has been set u^. 
Needless to say, there is no plan for the last phase of integration 
and the necessary procedures and mechanism to stabilize and reinforce 
new behaviors and attitudes. 
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CmPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR • � G E R S 
In this chapter, we vDuld attenpt to draw same conclusions 
how Company CH could achieve a better strategic fit with its 
external environment and a blending between Western business culture 
and Chinese family business culture within its internal environment 
and to derive some general inplications for managers« 
An Organization's Strategic Relationship 
with its External Environment: 
Itie vAiole nature of the case illustrates very clearly that 
Conpany CH is reacting passively to a change in its external market 
environment. Its strategy, if the management has ever consciously 
thought of, is just to inplement the organizational changes required 
by its main overseas buyer. Company B&L and a na^ high-quality 
market, i.e. its external transactional and contextual environments. 
In discussing the types of organizational change in relation to its 
external environment in Chapter 3, we know that according to the 
dimensions of increinental/strategic changes ana anticipatory/reactive 
changes, an organizational charge can classified as tuning. 
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reorientation, adaptation or re-creation. In the present case, the 
intended organizational change is reactive and incremental in nature, 
and falls into the category of adaptation. We have also identified 
that Conpany CH is subject to maximal environmental constraint as it 
is at a very high level of resource dependence on,and information 
uncertainty about, its external environment. 
The immediate question to ask is instead of reacting passively 
to fulfil the requirements of its external market environment in a 
halfhearted vay, could Company CH turn to a more anticipatory and 
proactive approach to anticipate changes in its external market 
environment. This is especially essential because Conpany CH is 
subject to maximal environment constraints and needs to be very 
sensitive and responsive to its environment anyvay, in this respect, 
Conpany CH was rather complacent about its original fit with its 
external environment, its functional, friendly and informal 
relationship with Caipany DR, and was therefore caught totally 
unaware of and unprepared for the taking over of Company DR by 
Conpany B&L. 
Further still, Conpany CH also has a very high level of 
resource dependence on one main buyer, its external transactional 
environment. This resource dependence has gradually increased over 
the years with the rising percentage of the value of toothbrushes in 
the total output value of Conpany CH. Together with the gradual 
increase in the nmnber of staff in this period, Conpany CH's stake 
on the main buyer is getting higher and higher too. After the taking 
over of Conpany DR by Company B&L in 1989, Conpany CH's lack of 
knowledge about the new buyer and the new high-quality market have 
added a new dimension of high information uncertainty about its new 
transactional and contextual environments. The worst thing is that 
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Company CH is still producing electric toothbrushes for Goinpany B&L 
under an informal production arrangement without any contractual 
protection and guarantee, and it is very uncertain as to wten Cmqpmw 
B&L would suddenly and unilaterally terminate the informal 
arrangement. 
Ihese dependences and uncertainties together have rendered 
Company CH very vulnerable to unforeseen and unforeseeable cha^^ss in 
its external market environment, v^ich is very unpredictable aii^ l 
volatile in the first place, even assuming that Oonpany CO does and； 
will attenpt to foresee them. In order to minimize its vuliisrabii itv 
to the external market environments. Company CH shDuld cc .c oe) 
changing its external market environment instead of merely :；.丨：）：u” 
to it. This may involve expanding its product and/or prc^uct i^ ase � y� 
increasing the production of other existing product lines, iookmg 
for more buyers for the electric toothbrushes if possible, or da/eiop^ 
nore product lines themselves. Such kind of organizational chame 
VDuld be a strategic change. However, it is difficult to say whether 
this is purely a re-creation or a re-orientation according to our; 
classification because this strategic change can be seen as an 
reaction to changed external market environment or as a anticipation 
of a further major change or disruptioi in it. Whatever • call, ifc, 
this is an alternative change strategy Company CH should tlmik 
about. 
The general inplications to managers are that they are too 
often stuck and preoccupied with everyday transactions, probiais am 
trivialities or have becone rather complacent with the functioning 
relationship with the organization's environment, so much so tliat 
they do not have the time and inclination nor feel the need to 'think 
about the strategic position of the organization and r e e腿 i!!e their 
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relationship and fit with the business environnent fron time to time. 
Such short-term and incremental approach to dealing with issues ard 
solving probleins is most apparent when ttey have to deal with a 
crisis situation like a sudden change of a major buyer and buyer's 
requirements, as in the case of Conpany CH, because it presents 
critical and immediate probleins for managers to revive as soon as 
possible. 
In these circumstances of both daily chores and crisis, 
managers are likely to take the given external environnent of the 
organization for granted and cannot cone up with more imaginative, 
innovative and creative strategic alternatives to solving the 
problems and introducing organizational changes, at least in the 
longer run. The present case illustrates that the initial fit, if 
any, between an organization and its external e n v i x � e n t may decline 
over tijne or be disrupted by a sudden charge in the external 
envirOTnent. Failure to anticipate si^h changes in external 
environment vould plunge the organization into a crisis, and failure 
to cone up with creative and innovative strategic alternative and 
organizational change WDuld just land the organization in equally, if 
not more vulnerable, position. 
Blending of Two Cultures within the Internal Environment 
Company CH has niost of the chara:jtE-risties of traditional 
Chinese family business,which we have discussa3. The significance of 
the present issue of organizational change is that it has highlighted 
the cultural dilanma it is in and the need to blend the traditional 
Chinese family business culture and Western business culture within 
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the organization's internal environiient. The greatest dilerana lies in 
formalization and standardization. On the one hand, its major 
customer Company B&L is requiring them to adopt formal and standard 
production and dccumentation rules and regulations in order to meet 
new market requirenents. On the other hand, these are alien to the 
tradition of informal working and production and canmunication 
procedures of the conpany. What Conpany CH has to do is to keep those 
traditional Chinese-style management practices v^ich are functional 
and serving the conpany well and at the sane time, to a聽麵 a 3 a t e the 
requirements v^ich are basically imposed by a Western business 
culture. Hence, a balance has to be struck between the cultures of 
Chinese family business and Western public corporation. 
Formalization and Standardization 
Coipany CH is presently low in formalization and 
standardization but they should first cone to realise that unless 
they are prepared to lose a very major customer and risk having no 
business, they should introduce organizational changes to a3opt 
formal and standard production and documentation rules and 
regulations as required by Company B&L. In any case, with very 
routine, definite and specific roles and tasks to j^rform in a 
factory setting, and also with the growing number of workers, it 
would be iirperative for Company CH to adopt more formal rules and 
regulations to govern various production activities and procedures. 
In order not to conpranise the efficiency in managerial 
decision-making, such rules and regulations should only be, and in 
any case are only required by Conpany B&L to be, adopted at 
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production/worker level. The managers should then be still left with 
the informal working conmunication and decision-mking practices ard 
procedures among themselves. This blend of informal systems and 
procedures at the managerial level and formal production and 
documentation procedures at the productior^worker level vould be 
befitting a factory setting and ensures the best of both worlds. 
Input and Output Control 
Related to the above is the fact that given the present 
informality between the General Manager and the managers, 
formalization of the working, conmunication and decision-making 
procedures at the managerial level vould irean that the working 
relationship between them would then be changed fron mutual trust and 
obligations to rules and regulations, work by the rules, so to speak. 
In a vay, this formalizes, regularize ard also stiffens the General 
Manager's control over the lower-level managers, but at a sort of 
input level in the sense that the General Manager vmld formalize and 
regulate how the lower-level managers should conmunicate, perform 
their work and make decisions, rather than assess the results and 
outcomes of the managerial decisions of the lower-level managers. 
Such managerial input control is hardly necessary at the managerial 
level because managers stould be allowed certain flexibility and 
freehand to do their task： managerial control over managers should be 
in terms of output control over end-product rather than over inputs. 
Such input controls should best be applied at the production/ worker 
level where input and output are more proportionally related. At the 
managerial level, they are not, and output control is considered to 
be more accurate and realistic in assessing managerial performances. 
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Strategic Considerations for Centralization 
In Chapter 5, we touched on the advaiit^es of decentralized 
powers. In the earlier section of this Chapter, we understand the 
importance of managers' creativity and innovation in coming up with 
imaginative strategies to achieve a better fit with a conpany's 
external environment, This would naturally bring us to consider the 
question whether Conpany CH ODuld better have decentralized authority 
with more delegation of powers in order that there can be more 
contributions from the lower and middle roanagesiBnt to the strategic 
policy making of the conpany and hopefully more creative and 
innovative ideas and perspectives too to enable the conpany to nake 
optiinal strategic decisions. The organization culture of paternalism 
and conservatism have discouraged this. 
On the other hand, we have argued in Chapter 5 that given the 
external and foreign nature of organizational charges required by a 
major overseas buyer, and given that the required organizational 
changes are quite sinple and specific in the sense that only new 
documentation and production regulations and procedures need to be 
worked out and oonplied with, the cultural trait of paternalism and 
the associated centralized authority in Coipany CH would tend to 
facilitate the intended organizational changes, only if the 
leadership is more capable, motivated, sensitive an^ determined. 
On the face of the above, the two ideas seem to oontraaict 
each other in the case of Company CH. Eowever, if we think deeper 
about the case, we may find the two ideas are actually conplimentary 
to each other, depending on v^ether we are lodcing at Company CH's 
organizational change in a more general context of its strategic 
relationship with its external environment or in. a more specific 
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context of the requirements infx>sed on it by its major product buyer 
Coipany B&L and by IDA, The case has shown that Company CH could 
actually have much more strategic room to mnoeuver if it goes beyord 
the specific context. In this process ard beyond, decentralization of 
authority and decision-making ； ^聰 r s , ard its associated benefits, 
would have a very inportant role to play. It is for this reason that 
Conpany CH shDuld also consider charging its organizational structure 
and culture for its loig-term survival, stability and growth. Here of 
course we hasten to add that the case has also shown that capable 
managers and staff development ani3 training are equally essential to 
nake decentralization work, but we do not intend to dwell on this 
point. 
The inplications to managers are not just that 
decentralizatioi WDuld bring the benefits of more innovative and 
creative ideas and perspectives froi the middle ard lower management. 
The more general inplication is that we should not judge the merits 
or demerits of centralization oi: decentralization only by thenselves 
but should first relate these alternative approaches to the nature 
and characteristics of the organization concerned and to the 
objectives of the proposed organ!ssational change, before a decision 
is made. The idea is not to mechanically adopt centralization or 
decentralization in the power structure of the organization for their 
own sake, but to fit it in with the organization and the purpose of 
organization charge. 
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The Inportance of Planning for Change 
The iiiportance of planning for charge should go v/itlout 
saying. However, this is brou^t up because planning is an asiusrption 
which is too often taken for granted and too critical 1 � b a 
overlooked, apparently even in this relatively sinple scemiio that 
Conpany CH is sinply required by Conpany B&L to inplenent oertain 
regulations ard procedures in regard to documentation and prokcUoiic 
However, it is exactly due to this external nature ol ()_ide 
requirements for internal organizational change that plaiiwng is 
often overlooked because when the pressure for charge comaf; from 
outside environment, the internal resistance to change may bo hiqh。“ 
Tb the staff required to inplement these changes, such change?： to ii^ e 
not out of their own heartfelt needs ard device, ard are foi c iqr) to 
and thrust and inposed upon them, irrespective of whether ttey share 
the reasons, rationale and the need for changes or t-he (h t, lis 
involved. Moreover, these externally inposed changes are unlikely to 
be conpatible with the existing organizational culture, iiaiiae, 
psychologically, they are at roost only very passively accept ire? i ne �e 
changes and may sometimes even subtly rejecting them. It is thei eiore 
no wonder that consciously or unconsciously, they vould refuse ① 
take the initiative to plan for these changes. 
Furthermore, the changes concerning documentatioh m d 
production regulations and procedures required of Conpany .:>re 
relatively sinple and specific and look easy to inplenent, esixcially 
c 
in a factory setting like Carpany CH with relatively ceiitiaJ,；! 
authority and powers. Hence, the senior management might ji ^  - cr l 
that there is no need to have very detailed planning io) H e 
inplementation strategy, tactics and steps, and vDuld just tru^；!： n；.：! 
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they oould be passed on to the middle management for inplenientation. 
However, such an easy ard oonplacent attitude has underestimated the 
subtle resistance to changes due to their external origin and 
inoonpatibilities with the organizational oiltiire, ard is based on 
the assumption that the middle management is willing to introduce the 
changes and capable of doing that. As the case turns out, even these 
siiiple changes in procedures and regulations would require more 
detailed planning beforehand. 
The general inplications to managers are that very often, for 
relatively minor organizational changes in regulations and 
procedures, managers tend to underestinate, be ignorant about or 
insensitive to the staff reactions in terms of thei ao^eptance of 
the changes, motivation to change and the organisational culture. 
These "minor" staff problems in mood and enoticn, are likely to 
develop into subtle but the najor obstacle to changes. Hence, before 
changes are inplemented, inanagers should plan for the charges in 
detail in thinking t h r o u� the change strategy, tactics and steps. 
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APPENDIX I 
Good Manufacturing Practices - Responsibilities 
of the Contract Sterilizer and 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FDA's Requirement Checklist 
CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AQDIT CHECKLIST 
The Contractor Facility Audit Checkllsc covers che following areas: ^ 
Receiving Control 
B . Materials Storage and Handling 
C . Production/In-Process Control 
D. Packaging, Shipping and Olscrlbuclon 
Quality Control, Final Inspection ； 
Quality Control Laboratories 
G . Quality Assurance 
Facility Engineering and Metrology 
Miscellaneous 
Administrative 
’ . . . 
= q u e s t i o n s la Che checklist Include references to che United ^ j 
ll i l V ^ for drug products, device products Code of 
功e questions llsced in each seccioa are dlvld:d Inct'fhree . | 
• • • > 
Group I - Those qj^stlons pertinent Co drug products only and 
applicable Co both drug and device products. 
Group II - Applicable Co device products only. | 
Group III - Applicable co coacrolled drug substances oaly. 广 | 
SFEJssDr益 二 【 ： — 口 ： 
• 平 
• • 






V . • 
Dace 
Concraccor Name 
Address ！ “ “ . ； 
City 一 • 
Stace ‘ “ 
, “ Zip Code 
Telephone (plane) 
iHata Office) 
Che c o ^ a n . a d.v.sloa « su.sXdXar. o . aaocher c o c p ^ 一丨 
If yes. Name 
Name : Title _ 
Naiae : Title 
Name “ _ ~ ^ — Title 一 
Name Title : 
. T i t l e � 
Nature of Audit: 
Prospecclve Source 
2. Problem Instigated Audic* Current Source ^ ^ 
— Routine Audic — 
*Nature of Problem … ~~“ 
oy concraccor: 
I t e � intended Co be manufactured ac coacraccor: ~ 
“ 
\\ — • ~ 
How is a lot/batch defined? " 
: , 
What Is Che loc number system? “ 
= = = 
( 
CONTRACT MAJ^UFACTURER AUDIT C H E C K L I . S T 
How many shifts are there: 
z z i z z z z i z ~ ~ 
Approximate auob«r of employees at facility? 
• - • . -
Approximace number of employees aC facility? 
4 
Approximate square footage of facility (including warehouse) 
— 
Management profile: -
Facility Plant Manager • 
Quality Control Manager 
Produccloa Manager 一 
Has Che FDA or DEA Inspected Che facility? If yes. provide daces and r e s u l t s ^ 
J " ' ^： ! ! J^lanc Master Files or Drug Master files available for use as 
reference documencs oh NDA/ANDA/510K� submissions? 
I Z I Z Z Z Z Z I I I I I I I Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z I Z Z Z I Z Z I I ~ " -
；3sure ^ a / h i i r ' " ^ T “ 咖 义 。 “ q 卿 c i o n s chac need co be addressed Co 
j l l Z 比紅 < b o t h parties caa be cognizant of what Is acceptable practice. 
p = = 》 。 r c 二 二 ' c a l r " 耶 ” s of icen. Chac need Co be add re ^ L d before 
I V r l i r i L n � f ^ t »a?ufacturtng facility. Once the Items have been 
bf derived • of both parties chac a formal coacracc 
I. T e ^ l i l ^！ responsibly- for the procurement of packaging componeats and 
chemical components, cbe；concraccor or our companyT 
� � h : � h a v e Che freedom to use vendors of his own choice 
or change vendors wichouc prior approval? 
n 




j u i U e � “ ~ 
— 
Who will retain finished product samples? 
: 
“ �� i-ULaixcai LUmyUULUL ^ampie^? “ 
了 ^ : 
Who Vlll perform release testing? 
： 
8 . Who will actually release the produce? 
9. - n i j o p l e s of bacch records b. required to be senc for review before 
10. Who will distribute the product? 
— 
11. Who will accommodace FDA inspections? 
抓 • • • • P n n r f i n , . f y , . a l l J a g . . . ^ . “ " 
——— 
1 、 Who will recelve/processyrespond to product co.plaincs? 
^ 
15. Who w i l l be responsible f o r i s s u a n c e ^nH . • 
docuraencacton: issuance and maintenance of che following 
loTji II1 _ \〖…J diLuU—nnM^nnn n.^ 
c soeLf. . - packaging components— ： 
】• :P时”icaUons - ia^rocess items 
sP<=ciflcaclons - finished produce 一 ———— 
COULRALL MANIIPACTURER A I L D T T - F U R ^ R ^ 、 
_ _ _ 
Who will retain finished produce samples? 
“ ⑷ I 丨 丄 丄 丄 L L L D U LU.^X.AI LUmtiUULia 丄观TUGA? 
: ^ 
了* � o will perform release testing? 
_ 
Who will actually release the produce? 
4 
广 s of bacch records b. required to be senc for review before 
_ _ _ _ _ 
lO, Who will distribute che product? 
— ： 
U . Who will accoramodace FDA inspections? 
— — 
••"Pnn, f]i] , ry, ••ullduL�uuj: 
1 、 呢 o Will receive/process/respond co product co.pUlnts7 
' ' ' � s p o n s i b l e for issuance and .alaceaaace of c.e following , 
_ i I i i i i i f , 
c ‘ packaging co.poneats ： 
】• specifications - in-process items 
specifications - finished produce 一 � _ 
9 
CONTRAur MANUFACTURER AUDIT C»FrKLlsY 
QUALITY RATING SYSTEM 
� M e w i n g Interpretacloa 
3 Excellenc Itea/area/sysceo/knovledge Is superior, 
2 
� e q u a t e Icem/area/syscem/knowledge meecs basic 
minlouo requirements* 
1 Poor Itcm/area/aysccm/knowledge Is weak and HOC 
up to acceptable standards. 
0 Unsaclsfaccory Iten/area/systea/knowledge Is missing or 
of such aacure to warrant serious quality/ 
compliance concerns• 
N/A l o i Applicable Quescloa Is aoc applicable Co type of 
operacloa or item was unable co be 
addressed during che audit. 
• • 
• • 
— • • 
崎 6 一 
、 
AUDIT FINDINGS S U M H A R Y -
Rating Results 
IJum^r of excellenc observadons i . 
of adequate observations � \ 3 • ( ) 
Number of poor* observations � \ Times 2 - ( ) 
Number of unsatisfactory observations ； ； ! • ( ) 
i L Times 0 麵（ ） 
Total Number o.f Observations - Racing Total _ ^ 
'^tlns^ Total ( ) • 








i n . Weaknesses 
K ( 
- . _ . ~ 
A. 





— ~ — — 
. ~ ： 





A ~ ~ 
Receiving Control " 
？o^JT^'：'"''^ inspection check In--
s^ipoencs to requlreoencs of 
purchase order. speciflcaclooB 
and applicable drawings? 820.10 
2 . • — ~ 一 一 — «20.80 D二 receiving inspection records 
f f f a c e acceptance or rejection M r ^ . 
or incoming macerlal? ‘ 211 “(k 
^ 一 一 一 一 一 B20.SQ 
L Are oacerlal weight checks made 
upon, receipt? 
A n ~ � ， 一 一 211.iQ“ 
t ^ c e i v f a g inspeccloa records 
reflect the reasons for rejection^ .Ur.l 
c 一 一 一 一 一 S20.20 
Are records of receiving activities 
properly scored? ^ cciv:Li:ies 
. , 一 — — — — _ 820.80 
Are Inspected Items properly 
segregated from the macerlal 
awaiting Inspection? 820.40 
<320.80 
7 _ — — — — — 一 320•上 2 0 
Is inspected macerlal adequately 
identified as Co accepcanL or I 
rejection? 3.U』0 
o — — 一 — _ 820.80 』 
。• Is rejected macerlal adequately 
concrolled? ^ au,00 
620,40 
n r “ — — — — — 820.80 
• f there a vrictcn procedure 
tor receiving components? 311.09 
«20,80 
m • — — — — _ ^^^TtH 
〔he saznpliog plans .employed 
quality coacrol sufficient^ 
,, 一 — 一 — _ 
Is 〔he cause for rejected .acerlal 
decemined and follov-up pursued' 
• — 一 一 一 — aOUilCri 
• component control number or , 
other Idenclficaclons easily 
viewable? ^ b20.80 
一 、 ~ — — — — 
“ CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLIST 
� � Refereace 
； (3) (2) (1) (0) (N/A) (21 CFR】 
A . Receiving Control (Continued) 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR CONTROLLED DRUGS: 
J /A ^ 1 3 . Are there sufflcleac effecclve 
f ^ concrols to guard against theft 
and diversion of controlled sub-
stances upoa receipt? … ， 
| / A - 1 、 Do the receiving records include i 
/ the aame, address and reglscracioa 
number of che person from whoa che 
substance was received? _ _ _ _ _ igpfnU-Z 
j f\ 一 Are the daces on receiving do.cu-
ments very specific as Co when 
chey were received? Are they 
referenced on all assoclaced 




COWTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT rurmrrT^ 
Rating ’ 一 Ref打 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (N/A) (iVr^T^ 
B . Materials, Storage and Uaodllng 
Is access to scockrooms and 
material storage areas restricted 
CO authorized personnel? 
— 一 一 — 一 320.40 
Are materials handled, identified 
and scored in a manner chac will f t ^ 
prevenc damage, concamlnacloa, •二 
mix-tip, or loss? oZU.60 
820.80 
一 一 一 — 一 820 a 20 
I i z A " accountability records kept 
" / A to permit forward traceabUlty 
* of usage? 
— — — - — 一 m i i O N 
Are stocks relnspecced and cesced 為 … — 
ac intervals? 
— 一 — — 一 8 2 0 « 8 0 
Are scocks rotated? 
2.T I, i»0 
820,80 
— — — — 一 820a50 
Is Che re a dlscincc and .adequate 
size label room? 川 
3-11 
— — — — — 820.40 
K )/A , 7 . Is Che label room designed Co 
叫怜 avoid mix-ups? 叫恩知这 
Is Chere a sufficient account- ， , 门 
abilicy system for labels? 8 2 o l ^ 
— — — — — »20.120 
9 . Are the material. storage and ^ll^l'j-
handling procedures documeaced? 
— — _ _ _ 820,120 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS APPLICABLE.TO DEVICE PRODUCTS ONLY： 
If Are there specificed rescrtccions 
j/f\ on auchortcy for access co labels 
and ocher labeling? _ _ _ _ _ � u i 
Are labels proofread for accuracy • 
before release co Inventory? 82tKl2�} 
- -- • • ^^^mm • ‘ 
_ in _ 
• * 
CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLT5;f 
"“ Reference 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (W/A) (21 CFR) 
B . Materials, Storage and Handling (Continued) 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR CONTROLLED DRUGS 
// , Are certificates available chac 
A Z / A verify the facility as being re-
‘‘ S:lstered to handle concrolled 
drug substances? — — — — — - W W M . 
J / a一 Are there secure facilities, and 
々 / A procedures for storage and move-
®enc of controlled drugs? — 一 211,12 
z Are non-concrolled drugs scored 
/ J / a with concrolled drugs? If y“ , 
^ has formal permlssioa been ob-
cained from che director of DEA 
for chac region? -1301^72 
Vy/yrt Is an inventory caken every two 
I years? 一 — — _ _ W O � 3 3 、 
I / Does Che Inventory records system 
N / A contain the following for each 
controlled subscance: 
name of che subscance? 
yC cocal quanclcy of che sub-
stance In metric unit 
weights? H W T K 
y 17. For Icems In manufacture ac che 
.J/ a time of Inventory, does che 
A y A f o l l o w i n g documencaclon e x l s c : 
^ name of che subscance? JlJO‘；IS-
the quanclcy of sub-
scance at each scage of 
manufacturing? 
— — • • 
^ the physical form which 
che subscance Is co cake 
upon corapleceness of che 
processing? (e.g. solution, 碡 
granules) 
the loc number of che 
batrch? ‘ 
- " — 
- CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLIST 
Rating Reference 
(3) (2) (I) (0) (N/A) (21 CFR) 
Materials, Storage and Haodli.ng (Concimxed) 
、 “ � the records Include: 
/ • Che name and quaac.lcles of 
mace rials held for quality 
purposes, disposal or cx~ 
cemporaneous compounding? 
y * Che reasons for che sub- * 
stances being held? 
虜 ^ammm 
� A / / 1 In regards to haluclaogenic sub-
/ s caaces, are amouncs la excess 
of 150 grams for laboracory ase 
recorded in the Inveacocy system? H ) C X i 9 
Obscrv a dons/Comments: 
^ • 
Audited By: 
； ~ ； & ⑵ 
Production/In Process Control " 
Do Che produccloa employees 
appear CO be neat. d e a n , 
s二cably acclred. organised, 
and operating efflclencly? 
2 r “ 一 ~ 一 ~ — 820,25 
: nrli ‘‘�iccen procedures for 
produccioa control? U l A Q Q 
I A L 一 ~ 一 一 一 »20.60 
^^-Process procedures 
adequate for control of fabri« 
cati^on and services? 2iiiihO 
A . — 一 一 — — 8 2 0 . 4 0 
• Are Che procedures being 
f。!l。weci? 3 1 U 1 0 0 
C 一 一 一 一 一 820,60 
Does Che production equlpoenc 
appear appropriately designed, 
constructed and maincained? W i r t W . 
, f f- ~ • 一 一 一 一 820.60 ( 
J / A Are uceaslls cleaned co prevent 
f V / N concainlnaclon between different 
producc usages? 
J>roduccion areas sufflcieac " ~ ~ ~ 山 • 盯 
in size, conscnicclon and 
locacion? 
o ~ — — — 一 • 
Are appropriate exhausc and 
vacuum systems employed in 
operacions to minimize air 
concamlnacloQ? 
Q 一 — 一 — — 
L A， e q u i p m e n t cleaning logs being 
nalncalned? ® g 211.10^ 
— — — — _ ij20.60 
lO. Are tnaacer and batch history 
production records properly 
，”ei^bled and sufficlenc la 
the following concenc： 
a- Is each prepared, daced and 
signed In full signacure by 
o^e person and Independently • 
checked’ dated and signed by 3iK-I»r 
这 second person? 2+4-rt^6 
一 一 〜 一 — — 820,100 
K I / A � � Js Che name, strength and ’ 
l ^ / A description of the dosage 
form included? 
— — — 
、 
“ CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHEriff tq? 
Racing Reference" 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (N/A) (21 CFpt 
(�• Production/In Procesa Control (Continued) 
A Z / O ^C * IS Che name, weight會 o^ASure 
" / / M of each active Ingredienc 
and total weight indicated? 
— — — ——. _ 
Is a complete U s e of com-
ponencs provided? • 
.//A Is an accurate sea cement of 
f//Al Che correct measure, or 
weight, of each componenc 
made? Is the same weighing 
system used for each com 爾 
ponenc? -
" — — • • I . 
I/a Are stacemencs made concern-
A / / W ing any calctilaCed excess of 
components? 
J A z Is Che theoretical weigh c or 
fjlfl raeasiire ac appropriate phases 
‘‘ of production indlcaced? 
//A Is Che re a stacemenc of 
cheoreclcal yield chac in-
cludes maximum and minimum 
perceacages beyond which an 
invescigaclon is made? 
f J l ^ “ Is there a description of 
^ � h e drug product containers, 
closures and packaging 
raacerials, including a 
specimen or copy of each 
label and ocher labeling? — 
• 
J• Are there complece manu麵 
facturlng and concrol In-
structions chac include 
any special nocacloits or 
precautions chac are needed? 
_ • • • • _ J 
I / ^ k. Is Che re documencacion chac 
fv/A each signiflcanc seep la che 鲽 
manufacture, packaging, or 鲽 
holding was accomplished. 
IncI udlng: 
- daces? 
_ » A _ 
V . 
~ ⑶ °(2)⑴ r m 二 冗 
C . Productlon/In Process Control (Coaclmied) 
- Idenclcy of major equip-
nent and production 
lines us«d? 
• 一 一 一 一 一 
“ nf LuuU 
U J L I H 
一 一 一 一 
一 •Ldjuiea U1 
-^'^"T'^mnn uuul: 
一 一 一 一 — 
* 一 In-process laboratory 
control results? 
— . • — — — 一 
“ iuj.ULLL �U" Ijf LliL.pULjL^ 
� 1 llllll i iij^  1 厕 
hafnrn m i 龜fin^ UJg，-
• 一 一 一 一 一 、 
^ Tiinm III I II ( 
Hliigg ttj mull 41J Ljf 
mmJu in m. _ 
nlih QHilJ^f 
— — — — 
I/A Are preelearance procedures 
y / A ， t o prevent-packaging 
‘ labeling mix-ups? DIKIDQ* 
J — — — — — 620,120 
Are chere spearace air handling 
/ V / r ^ systems for che m a n u f a c t u r e , li 
… packaging of peaicillin' 
— — 一 — — "^ il • � 
i3. Are chere accepcable written pro-
cedures for che handling of re- ⑴ • ⑴ 
processings \in,li,,2 b2U.115 
• — — — — _ «20.116 
J / t ^ Z 、 A r e Che batch records kepc ac che 
々 W work, stations during Che entire 
operation and che dlrecclons 
scriccl.v followed? 
— — — 一 — a n iiQo 
I /A - Are critical steps performed by a 
'/W compencenc individual, checked by 
/ a second individual and recorded' 
in che batch record ^  M i 
‘ 一 — 一 — — 3 2 0 . 1 0 ‘ 
v)/A 乂 h " 二 “ 邮 o a che — 
holding of processing and la-
二cess Items been escablished > 
and are Chey being adhered Co? ,, 
— • all I i i t 
_ « c 
、 
I ~ ~ “ — — 」3 ) (2) (1) ro> 
u . c h a n ' r ^ ' " C o n t r o l (Continued) ’ 
• Changes to che Issued bacch 
records approved prior to che 
。f work and documeaced on 
Che bacch records? 241,100 
IS. Is Chere sufficient space co 
perform funcclons? 211. 
,n 一 • — 一 一 — »20.40 
Are proper gowning techniques 
and covcrtngs employed? 241iI10 
* on 一 一 — 一 «20.25 
Do Che production employees use 
accepable techniques? 3iI,iiQ 
•gli^iUl 
• / 7 1 作 " — — — — — 8 2 0 . 2 0 
, / A "on-fib^r releasing filters 
^ m � e d for liquid fllcracloa In the 
manufaccuring of injectable drug 
products? ® 
fllf^ Are bagged or boxed components ~ 一 一 一 
” scored off the floor? 
” 一 一 一 一 一 
A f i ^ and coolants con-
n n t r o n e d properly such chac chey 
二arnioc come in contact wlch pro-
ducc containers, closures. In-
process materials or finished ^ 
produces? 
• , , . � � — — _ � • � “ 
/ A Have che scerillzaclon processes I卜 been validated? processes 
~ . _ • 一 z^ki^tsmr 
25. Have all che manufacturing stages ~ 
Chac may be responsible for 
� � s i n g v „ l a b i l i c y of la-process 
贴c^rial and final produce beea 
val Idaced? 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS APPLICABLE-TO DEVICE � — 
26. Are changes Co specifications for-
mally approved with design 
crxcerias considered� 
* — — — 一 — 820.100 , 
• * 
CONTRACT manufacturer A丨 m T T T I T F T ^ p ^ 
Racing p , L 
L3) ( 2 ) ⑴ … ( 一 巧 
C , Production/In Proccs. Control (Continued) 
H Is che labeling Issued for pro-
duccion use examined for Idenclcy, 
correct expiration date, control 
number, storage conditions, hand-
ling Instructions and additional 
processing Instructions? 820.120 
— — — — — ^iooiifr 
28, Is che labeling inspection docu-
menced to Include che date and 
person performing the inspectioa? 
Is the Inspection Included In the 
device history record? 820.120 
— . 一 一 一 一 gaoiini 
29. Are packaging lines spatially or 
physically separated Co prevent 
nlx-ups? 
— — — 一 — 820a20 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR CONTROLLED DRUGS： 
…卜 30* Are all In-process items returned f 
CO che control storage areas ac 
che cermlnacion of che process or 
� o r k day? If not, are che nacer-
ials securely locked Co prevent 
access? 
h ——.—一 — 一 WQiJfT 
f \ J m Are nanufaccuring areas for con一 
I trolled substances clearly de-
fined and access limited? 
^ l A 32. Are che limited access areas under 
Che surveillance of a designated 
Individual and such deslgnaclon 
provided in writing? 
When non-employees, such as 
visitors, enter che area are they 
observed by che designated respoa-
slble person? 






- 1 7 -
CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLIST 
Rating Reference 
( 3) ( 2) ( 1 ) ( 0) ( NI A) (21 C FR) 
D. Packaging. Shipping and D18cribution 
1. Is a checklist used to verify 
shipping requirements and docu-




Is product configurationyerified 
prior to shipment? 
Do packing and shipping records 
reflect the Indi~1dua1s perform-
ing and inspecting the shipping 
operations? 
4. Are adequate storage facilities 
available and in use to safe-
guard the qual! ty of the prod uct 








,~ ,. 8. 
Are the packaging and shipping 
containers acceptable to pro-
tect the produce? 
Is a rotated stock system 
employed to assure that oldest 
approved devices are shipped 
firs t1 
Is there a system to assure that 
only products approved for re-
lease are distributed? 
In regards to critical device 
products, do distribution re-
cords indicate the location of: 
~ the name and add ress of :t;he 
. " 
cons ignee? 
t· the date shipped? 
1· the name and quantity of the devices? 
f· the control numbe rs of the 
devices? --" ~ 
a.t 1 .1:'-0 
21&,196 · 
.. 1 :£5 







CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLIST 
Racing Reference 
( 3) ( 2) ( 1 ) ( 0) ( NI A) (21 C FR) 
D. Packaging, Shipping aDd Distribution (CoDcinued) 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS APPLICABLE TO CONTROLLED DRUGS: 
~(~ , 10. 
Before distributing a concrol1ed 
substance. is there a.good faith 
inquiry made with the Drug En-
forcement Administration or an 
appropriate state contro~led 
agency to determine that the re-
cipient is registered to possess 
the controlled substance? 
Is there a system tha-t will assure 
the disclosure of sus·picious 
o~ers that are of unusual ~i%e. 
deviate ln orde r patterns, or are 
unusual in frequency? 
~61."14 
11gl.~ 
Are intransit losses of controlled 
substances reported to the DEA? 1~1.1'tf ( 
Are controlled substances listed 
1n Schedule II-V distributed ~s 
complimentary samples without 
prior uritten request to the 
custome r? -
[n selecting common or.contract 
carr4e cs. 1.5 ~nure- at~ ... ~~ 
_ ... ~~ -'" ~~~.,,,~ that adequate 
/.// .., //./// 
,/ 
.,.. .... . : .. . .-.t~"''''':-'''''''''''''''''- ' ... __ 
#/A -15. When distributing controlled 
drug substances through 
Is there an i agents 
nves t1gation Co 
assure thac a v1s1~ns ppropriace pro-
-- - - are on che preruist!s to 








一 MANUFACTURER A U D I - R A ^ F ^ 
(3) m n 、 ( 0 ) (K/A) "tn'cFR) 
D . Packaging. Shipping and Dlstrlbutloa (Continued) 
N / J ^ 一 P r i o r CO the Initial dlscrlbucloa 
‘ of ecorphlne, hydrochloride or 
dlprenorphlne. Is che re an in-
vesclgaclon Co verify through 
che Drug Enforcemenc Adminiscra-
tl^on chac che recipient. Is 
authorized Co handle che sub-
stance? 
A j/ — . i^Oi•74 
N f f \ “ L Does each cocnmerclal coatalner 
• “ have printed on i t che symbol 
designating che schedule I n 
vhich che controlled substance 
Is l isted? 
JA — — — _ _ iaon>Q3 
/ y f ] ' ^ ® - � s che labeling of each coa-
‘ trolled substance chac Is dis-
tributed indicate che symbol for 
che schedule In which the con-
crol led substances is listed^ 





) ~ “ ： ： 
. ； — 
‘ • • I 
： — 
^ 
— — • 
Audited By: 
“ ~ ~ 更 二 。 T liANUFACWRER A U D I T ^ u g g ^ 
" ( 2 ) ⑴ ， n 、 … • 、 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
E- Qualltr Control. Final Inap«ctloa 
Is there a final inspection per^ 
formed by quality control oa a H H . n 
bacch basis? 820.20 
一 一 一 — — 一 820.160 
� i t r y control have written 
procedures co assure chac produc-
tion records are reviewed? nilr»2 
‘ 一 一 一 一 _ B20.20 
thorough Invesclgaclon 
^ 丨 <iiscrepancles found during 
Che final review of che production � � � M 
documents? 820.20 
I , — — — - _ 一 8 2 0 : 1 6 1 
• 八 Is Che produce checked for correct 
f expiration dating? 
一 一 一 一 — aa.ijy 
5 . Are records of Inspeccloa and test 
<1 � c a maincalned? Qll«ie5 
一 一 — — 一 — - 8 2 0 . 1 6 0 . . 
Are adequate sampling plans used^ 
211,163 
— 一 一 一 — 820.160 
7. Are che sampling procedures 
specific in che manner in which 
� e samples are to be pulled and 
by whom? 3.UilOD 
‘ 一 — — 一 — — . 820.160 
二 ” r e a classificaclon of de-
、 , 一 一 — — 一 — JliiiOS 
Are reserve samples of finished 
' ' produces maintained? 
u — 一 一 — 一 』“_iro 
Has che accuracy, seaslctvlcy. 
s^cificrUy and reproducibility 
二f test ^ C h o d s been demonscraced 
via valldacloa? 
一 一 一 一 — ^HilVj 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIOKS APPLICABLE TO DEVICE PRODUCTS ONLY：. 
11.. In cases of finished produce re-
jeccions chac result In repro-
cessing, Is another complece 
final Inspecclon performed'' • 
1/ " . — — — _ 820.115 
'/A i" cases where a critical defect 
/ n does noc �ec-performance 
specifIcaclons, is there a formal 
Investigation with conclusions 
and appropriate follow-nip^ 




"“ ‘ CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT cuvn^r rcfy | 
Racing • -jrr — 
(3) (2) (1) (0) ” 
E. Quality Control, Final Inspection (Continued) 
13, In cases of a conclnual repro-
cessing seep, are quality 
assurance checks and final In-
spection repeated? 









• . • . • 













"“ g p A C T manufacturer AUDIT C H g r g ^ ^ 
7 ⑶ a ) n ) r n 、 ， ” , • 、 
I： Control Labormtorlca “ 
Are che quality control facill-
“es (building) adequate? '211, 
, n 一 — — 一 一 8 2 0 “ 0 
Do Che facilities have adequate 
equipment for che facilitation of 
quality concrol functions? 
^ 一 一 一 一 一 ^KIT 
• Are all components, manufacturing 
materials. In-process materials. 
packaging materials and labeling W T M 
tesced prior Co release for pro-
ductloa? »20,20 
一 . 一 一 一 一 820.80 
、 A r e test procedures documeaced? 
— 一 一 一 — 2ilil6Q 
Are c l a s s m c a c i o n s of defects 
utilized during visual and dimen-
sional Inspections? 
// — — — — 一 211.163 
M i ^ ^ A r , raw material file samples . 
maintained for future reference' ‘ 
• — — — 一 — — — aiiiifo 
A Z / Z T laboratory reagents and 
other chemical supplies Identi-
fied and cesced? 
� • ~ � � — � 0 3 
Are the laboracory instruments 
requiring callbraclon maintained 
according co che callbracloa pro-
- cedures? 2I1i1i1jQ 
~ — — — — 820.61 
Is there a written microbial 
monitoring program for nonsterile 
produces? 341,119 
— 一 一 一 — 820.46 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS APPLICABLE TO D E V I C E PRODUCTS ONLY： 拟•銘 
None 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR C O N T R O L L E D DRUGS: 
f y � , 1 0 . In regards co haluclnogenic 
“ substances, do laboracory per-
sonnel record in che Inventory 
syscem amouncs greater than 150 • 
grams? 
— 一 一 一 — NttQ^^E? 
、 
- 2 3 -
一 CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDI T RUC/^T FTF^ 
lUclng v^Tl^ -
(3 ) (2) r n (0 ) (N/A. ” 










• ~‘ ； ： . 
： — 














Are the responsibilities and 
procedures applicable to quality 
control formalized? 
Do written procedures exist 
governing a document ch~nge con-
trol system? 
Are adequate cOQtrols in effect 
to assure drawings, change 
notices, and specifica-tions are 
in use at the time a~ place of 
the ope'rations? 
Are records maintained which 
reflect a history of change in 
corporation? 
Are the documents up-eo-ciate? 
Are th~ documents comprehensive 
in context? 
Does quality assurance have the 
authority to approve/reject 
plane, equipment. process and 
procedural changes? 
Is an adequate produce complaintl 
product failure handling system 1n 
effect and are investigations 
f acil! tated properly? 
Is there an adequate stability 
program? 
- .. -
Is batch record data revle~ed on 
an annual basis to de te mine con-
tinual a~ceptabi11ty of:quallty 
standards. specifications, manu-
facturing and control procedures? 
Does quality assurance approve/ 
reject product manufactured. pro-
cessed, packaged or held unde r ~ 
cont race by"anothe r COMpany? 
CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLIST 
Rating Reference 
























CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLIST 
Ra~ing Reference 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (N/A) (21 CFR) 
G. Quali·~y AS8urance (CoDciuued) 
12. Have 1n-process specifications 
been derived from 'process average. 
and process var1ability estimates 
(validation)? 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS APPLICABLE TO DEVICE PRODUCTS ONLY: 
13. Is the individual responsible for 
the quality assurance program not 
directly responsible for the per-







Are formal audits of the quality 
program performed by individuals 
not having direct responsibility 
for the program? 
Are documented follow-up correc-
tive actions taken on noted 
audit deficiencies? 
Are the procedures for perform-
ing audits formalized? 
Are the procedures available in 
an acceptable fQrmat for review 
by .FDA? 
Are periodic documented inspectit)ns 
made to assure that the maintenance 
functions on manufacturing equip-
-
mentis performed according to , / 1Il/)(;lt1~ 
established schedul~s? 11 ·adiln~71_ _ 
19 .~r_e. productJ.on records retained at 
( 1 east tvo y~-arsl beyond the date of 
~ 
release? 
20. Is there a "master record" ' for 
each product that includes: 
a. product specifications? ' / 
b. product d ra'Ji ngs? ./ 
c. product coraposiclon? ./ 













‘ “ - CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKR.TQT 
， 1 明 “ ^ference 
(3) (2) (I) (0) (N/A) (21 CF1M 
G . Quality A««ur«iicc (Continued) 
e . component specificaclons? 
- - — — . _ 
f . production process specl-
catlons? 
• I ‘ 
g . productloa equipmeac? 
h. production mechods? 
— • — — — — 
！ 
production procedures? 
— — — — ~ . 
J • production environmencal 
specifications? 
k- quality assurance procedures? 
quality assurance s p e c l ^ ^ ^ 
ficacions? 
nu quality assurance checks ( 
performed? 
• - - ‘ • • • 
lU quality assurance apparatus 
used? 
packaging and labeling 
specifications? 
• — — — — — . • 
P- packaging and labeling 
methods? 
— — — — — — 
q. packaging and labeling 
procedures? 
— — — — — 
r. full Information on critical 
components, suppliers and 
speclflcaCioas7 — — — — — 820,182 
s. copies of critical compon-
ent supplier agreements? — — 820“82 
“ for each criclcal device, 
copies of labels, labeling 
procedures? _ _ _ 820.l«2 
‘ — • • 
21• Does a "device history record" 
exisc for each batch of product 
in accordance with the "device > 
master record" chac include: 
- 7 7 -
“ CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLIST 
二 “ R^fereace 
(3) (2) (1) (0) (N/A) (21 CFR) 
Quality Animr�nee (Conclnued) 
• : 
a . the date of inanufacture? — — — — 820,184 
b . quantity released for dls-
trlbucion? — — — — — 820a8A 
c . the control number used? — _ — 820.184 
A / / A ^ ^ for critical devices, che 
" I凡 specific label used? — — — — — 
I//a for critical devices, che 
/v^M codcrol number of each 
critical component used ia -
che manufacture of the 
device? ——---
_ ___ UJLU • 135 
u m � for critical devices, the 
‘ a c c e p t a n c e record of the 
critical components? — — g^O^lQS 
A J/A z g * the inspectioQ checks and 
jyJlr methods, results, daces and 
signatures of Inspecting 
individuals? 
• 一 . " • • 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR CONTROLLED DRUGS： 
j/yfl^ 22* Are records maintained for each 
“ c o n t r o l l e d substance chac include: 
^ name of the substance? , — 
che quantity manufactured 
in bulk, fona? 
I _ • • • 
^ Che date, quantity and batch 
number of each lot manu-
factured? 
• — — — • 
the quantity used In manu-
facturing che finished pro-
duct? 
•• I • ••• I • — 
che quantity used tn mami- • 
faccuring? 
V* che finished product form、， 
Including strength? 
-->o _ 
⑶ ， 2 ) (I) 
Quality Assurance (Continued) 
the number of units manu-
factured? 
— — — 一 — 
^ the quantity used la quality . 
control activities? . • 
— 一 一 — 一 
^ the quantity lost during 
manufacturing and che- cause? 
— 一 — 一 — 
the tocal quantity of che 
substance contained In che 
finished product? 
一 . ~ • 一 一 一 
the theoretical and actual 
yields? 
other informacloa to 
account for all controlled 
substances used In che manu-
facturing process? 
— — — — _ V 
Observatlons/Commencs: 








- 2 9 -
、 
~ -L^URURACT MANUFACTURER A O P T R T U G T ^ 
KaCxng r— 
( 3 ) ( 2 ) ⑴ rm ( … “ ？ 
H. Facility Engineering «nd Metrology 
1. Are the facilities acceptable for … . . 
the nature of the item being pro- f t * ^ 
duced? 叫 ^ 8 20 . 40 
— — — — 一 820^46 
Are Che sanitation and maintenance … _ 
procedures of che manufaccurlng . 
and ventilation equipment being f * * ^ 
followed? ^ 820.56 
— 一 一 一 — 820.60 
3 . Are there adequate vrlccea call-
braclon procedures? Is chere a 
record of the calibrations being 
perfonaed? 
— — 一 — 一 •aiiaoo 
J / A 八 Are drains Co sewers designed with 
• an air break to prevent back 
siphonage? -
一 一 一 — — MiiMe 
Are che environmental ^ysCents 
^e<iuat:e to control air pressure. • , . 
humidity, temperature, micro一 
organisms and particulate matter? 
820.46 
6 . Are there procedures and logs to 
assure sanitation and pesc con-
crol? 341.315' 
— — — — — 820.56 




Is there and adequate supply 
of potable water meeclng che 
p u b U c health n i . ,, drinking . 
water standards? m r r n r 
— — — _ — 820.56 
Are adequate washing facilities 
with hoc/cold water, soap, clean 
toilets, air driers or single 
se rv i ce towels provided? ‘ 、 ^ y n ' t l 
. .. _ JO 
10. Is the lighclng in all areas ^ ,, 
adequate, 
‘ — — — 一 — «20,46 
Are adequately conscrucced waste 
containers located in appropriace ... 
areas? tHnrrw 
— 一 — 一 — 820.5b ^ 
12. Is chere an adequate disposal … ^ 
collection system? 211,50-' 
- " . — — — — — »20.5b 
- 3 0 -
• ’* . - . 
� 
t -
~ 一 COHTRACr HANUFACiaKJb.k AUUI 丨_ .^r 
Racing 丨 
⑶（2) nv rm � • � ！ 
^l l i ty Engineering and Metrology (Continued) 
a//A “ Are the positive atmospheric con-
^ Cro l s Vibrated and moalcored? j 
. — — 一 一 一 «20,46 
25• Are t h e a l r controlled environ-
oents within limits? 
• ~ . 一 ~ . 一 一 820.46 
26• Are drawings and blueprlacs 
adequately controlled? 
— — 一 一 — 820.40 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR'CONTROLLED DRUGS: 
wl For Schedule I and II Materials: 
’ 一 一 一 — 1301i7a 
J/A ^ A- For sna11 quantities, is there a 
r l n s a f e or steel cabinet provides: 
30 minutes against sur-
reptitious entry? 
, , n 一 一 — 一 一 
10 man minutes agalnsc -
forced entry? 
^^mmmm mm^^m 
K 20 man hours agalasc lock . 
manipulation? 
A* 20 man hours against'radio-
1 ogical techniques? . 
^ — — _ 
y* If safe weighs less than 
750 lbs” is lc bolted 
securely such that it cannot 
be removed? 
•a^ass^ ^mmmm • i 
y* An alarm system chat trans-
mits to local or state police, 
or a 24 hour central station ' 
operated by the company? 
I / . — — — — — 
P/A ?OZ *lar8er quanclcies, ^ vaul c chat 
I provides: 
^ Wall or perimeter lines chac 
cransmic co a central scaclon 
protection company, local or 11 
scace police agency, or a 
24 hour cotixrol station oper-
aced by Che registrant? 
•v ^mmmm 一 _ 
- - 1 _ 
' -
^M • 
-32 - ！ 
、 
‘ ⑶ N T R A C T M A N U M C T U R E R A U D I T C H E C K L T c T r 
— ⑴ r。、〜•、 
H* Facility Engineering and Metrolo联(Continued) 
么 C ^ c a c t switch on the door of 
.the vault, connected Co che 
alaro system? • 
： — " — • ~ . 一 
A One of the following to dececc 
entry: 
- complete electric lacing 
of the walls? 
— — 一 — 一 
一 ultrasonic equipoenc 
within che vault? 
— • 一 一 一 一 
一 a sound accumulation 
system? — 
^ Walls, floors and ceiling 
constructed with ac least 
eight Inches of reinforced 
concrete, reinforced ver-
Clcally and horizontally 
wich 0,5 inch sceel rods 
tied six inches oo che 
center? 
Z — . — — • — — . 
A door and frame unic chac 
provides: 
- 30 raan minutes against 
surrepltlcious entry? 
— — • - — 
“ � n minutes against 
forced entry? 
— — 一 一 一 • 
- 20 man hours agalnsc 
lock manipulation? 
— 一 一 一 一 • - 20 oaa hours agalcisc 
radiological Cechnlques? 
— • — — ' 
closing ana seit-^ocictRj^-
<«” — 竹 r Ha hours of OpCT-
、 
/^A -、 l lMZ 二 二 i n e c - “ 一 
参 。 ~ ~ ~ 
‘ hours? cess during working 
^ A building that provides ~ ~ ~ 
二 二 r i t y after working hours 
With an alarm as described In 
question 26,A:6? 
^ A building equipped with ~ ~ ~ 
self^Ioslng/lpcJclr^ doors 
sealed or welded hinges 
£：。prevent removal ？ 
locks on doors with . ~ ~ 
limited access to a nilolnal 
miraber of employees? 
, A cage located on che premises c h a ^ ^ ^ " “ 
^ J^s walls with not less chaa 
7 gauge steel fabric oount-
ed oa sceel posts? 
^ least 1 inch ia " 
( ； ; p o s e s sec in concrete or ~ 一 
wich lay boles thac are 
pinned or braised? 
P ^ c � w h i c h are not more ~ ~ ~ 
fhan 10 feet apart wlch 
horizontal 1.5 Inch rein-
torcemencs every 60 Inches? 
C 一 — 一 一 _ 
Has cnesh conscrucclon of not 
； t h a n 2.5 inches across 
tne square? • 





CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLIS 
Racing Referenc 
( 3) ( 2) ( 1 ) ( 0) ( NI A) (21 CFR 
Facility Engineering and Metrology (Continued) 
~ Has a ceiling of the same 
7. 
conscruccion which 1s 
securely aceached to the 
structural ceiling of the' 
building? ' 
Has a door conserucced of 
10 gauge steel fabric on a 
metal frame in- a metal 
flange? 
~ Is equipped w:ith alarms as 















Is there a training proced·ure for 
new employees? 
Is there an ongoing· training pro-
gram that includes good manu-
facturing practices? 
Are personnel ln concact with 
d rugs given physical inspections 
or periodic heal th checks? 
Are written job descriptions 
available? 
Is there an adequate recall 
procedure? 
Is there an adequate procedure 
for handllng returned goods? 
Is there an adequate procedure 
governing salvage of products? 
Is there a procedure fo~ ex-
cl usion of ill personnel. or ? 
pe rsonnel who have ope~J 1 ~s~ons ~ . 
from product contact jobs? 
Are records of consul tants and 
their respective qualifications 
maintained? 
CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLISt 
Racing Reference 
















ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS APPLICABLE ro DEVICE PRODUCTS ONLY: 
10. Are all employees made aware 
of device defects Which. may 
occur from improper perf~rmance 
of their respective jobs?' 
ADDITIO~AL QUESTIONS FOR CONTROLLED DRUGS: . 
Are the disposals of controlled 
substances requested via the 
regional administrator of the 
Drug Enforcement Adndnistration 




CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT rwrriTT p ^ 
Racing 'fuf^ r-
(3) (2) m (0) c^^"、 
!：• Mlacellaneou« (Continued) 









一 “ ‘ ^ 一 一 ^ ： . ! ^ 











1. Does there appear to be a desir-
able administrative attitude 
towards our requirements? 
2. Is there a clear understanding 
of our requirements and needs? 
3. Does there appear to ~ suf~ic­
lent engineering. production. 
and quality control support! 
4. Does there appear to be aD 
acceptable functioning quality 
control departmeot capable of 
making decisions without fear 
of political repentss1ons? 
5. Does there appear to be a good 
cooperative team approach among 
the departments In regatds to 
solving quality problems? 
6. Does there appear to be suffic-
ient administrative commitment 
to proper staffing of depart-
me nes? 
7. Does the facility appear to be 
operating in such a manner that 
a shutdown or-'a sale of the 
operation Is not imm1nenc:? -
Observations/Comments: 
CONTRACT MANUFACTURER AUDIT CHECKLIST 
Racing Reference 
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